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1 IntroducDon 

The advent of radial velocity (RV) and transit photometry method has resulted in the detec<on of more than 5000 

exoplanets since 1995. Of these detected planets, a significant frac<on, ∼20%,1 may be dominantly rocky. Given the 

biases inherent to exoplanet detec<on, this implies an even larger frac<on of the overall planet popula<on as likely 

possessing a significant rock frac<on (e.g., Fulton et al., 2017). However, owing to the difficulty in detec<ng Earth-

sized planets, the vast majority of these rocky planets are much larger than Earth (so-called ‘super-Earths’); with radii 

≲ 1.5 <mes that of Earth (1.5RE) and with masses 2–8 ME (Earth masses; Fulton and Pe<gura, 2018). Because the 

radial velocity technique yields es<mates of planetary masses, and the transit method permits measurements of their 

radii, together, they can be used to infer bulk densi<es (e.g., Charbonneau et al., 1999; Valencia et al., 2007). The 

uncompressed densi<es of such super-Earths are similar to the terrestrial planets of our Solar System (Figure 1). 

To first order, similarity to solar system terrestrial planet densi<es may imply that the composi<ons and 

core/mantle ra<os of super-Earths are also similar (e.g., Dorn et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2015; Dressing et al., 2015). 

However, a planet’s es<mated density is ogen degenerate with respect to its composi<on, and the same density 

 
1 Es*mated from the propor*on of confirmed planets with Rp <	1.5RE and periods less than 100 days, as reported by exoplanets.eu (accessed 

November 2023). 
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may be consistent with many combina<ons of plausible planet-forming materials (Valencia et al., 2007; Rogers and 

Seager, 2010): In par<cular, there is typically uncertainty over what the rela<ve contribu<on to a planet’s overall

  

Figure 1. Mass-radius diagram for exis<ng low-mass exoplanets, colored by their calculated equilibrium 
temperatures. The different curves represent mass-radius trends for various interior proper<es. The exoplanet data 
were obtained from hRps://exoplanet.eu/catalog/; only planets with masses and radii with uncertainty less than 
70% are shown, and some interes<ng candidates are highlighted by name. The mantle composi<ons for the interior 
models are obtained from McDonough and Sun (1995) (coreless perido<e & Earth-like), NiRler et al. (2018) 
(Mercury) and Wang et al. (2022a) (coreless, dissolved core). 

mass and radius is of dense rock/metal interior compared with low density atmosphere/envelope. Even with the 

knowledge that a planet has no or very liRle atmosphere (e.g., Kreidberg et al., 2019), degeneracies remain between 

the mantle to core ra<o and with composi<on from mass-radius measurement alone (e.g., Unterborn et al., 2016; 

Dorn and Lichtenberg, 2021). In the solar system context the polar moment of a iner<a of a planet can help elucidate 

the mass distribu<on at depth; whilst for exoplanets this property of a planet may in future be inferred, it is likely to 

be extremely challenging to apply with useful accuracy in the case of small rocky planets (being more readily applied 

to fluid planets, e.g., Padovan et al., 2018; Consorzi et al., 2023). As a result of this uncertainty on planetary 

composi<on, the use of stellar elemental abundances (measured with stellar photospheric spectroscopy), have been 

proposed to further constrain the bulk composi<ons, and by extension interior structures, of rocky exoplanets on 

https://exoplanet.eu/catalog/
https://exoplanet.eu/catalog/
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both individual and popula<on levels (cf. So<n et al., 2007; Grasset et al., 2009; Delgado Mena et al., 2010; Thiabaud 

et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2015; Dorn et al., 2017; Hinkel and Unterborn, 2018; Wang et al., 2019a; Pu<rka and Rarick, 

2019; Schulze et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022a,b; Spaargaren et al., 2023; Unterborn et al., 2023a) 

How the measured stellar abundances translate to those in bulk planets remains uncertain. Progress has been 

made by applying basic truisms from our understanding of the Solar System that are assumed to hold for exoplanetary 

systems; namely, that the refractory elements (of which Ca, Al and Ti are the most abundant) are present in rocky 

planets in roughly solar (stellar) propor<ons (e.g., Ringwood, 1966; Wanke et al., 1974). Although the major, rock-

forming¨ elements, Mg, Si, and Fe behave in a more vola<le manner than refractory Ca-Al-Ti (e.g., Lodders, 2003), 

they are also near-solar in propor<ons in the Earth compared to the Sun (Palme et al., 2014; McDonough and 

Yoshizaki, 2021, near-solar, but with important differences; ). This provides the basis for es<ma<ng (refractory) rock-

forming elemental composi<ons in rocky planets from their measured host stellar composi<ons for such elements. 

More uncertain are the abundances of vola<le elements, and O in par<cular (Wang et al., 2019b), the deple<on of 

which—dubbed “vola<lity trend”—is shown to vary across the solar system rocky bodies (rela<ve to the Sun; Larimer 

and Anders, 1967; Wasson and Chou, 1974; Anders and Ebihara, 1982; Bland et al., 2005; Moynier et al., 2011; 

Braukmuller et al., 2019; Wang¨ et al., 2019b; Fegley et al., 2020; McDonough and Yoshizaki, 2021; Khan et al., 2022) 

and is modulated by (ogen unknown) star-planet early interac<ons and planet forma<on history (Albarede, 2009; Hin 

et al., 2017; Norris and` Wood, 2017; Sossi et al., 2019; Bitsch and Baxs<ni, 2020). Therefore, on top of assuming a 

stellar composi<on star<ng point, empirical constraints from solar system rocky planet composi<ons have been 

addi<onally proposed to constrain the bulk composi<ons of (rocky) exoplanets for both refractories and vola<les 

(Wang et al., 2019a, 2022a,b; Spaargaren et al., 2023). The simula<on of physical processes during planet forma<on, 

par<cularly nebular condensa<on, have also been performed to predict exoplanetary composi<ons (Bond et al., 

2010b,a; Moriarty et al., 2014; Dorn et al., 2019; Jorge et al., 2022; Timmermann et al., 2023). 

Of all the major planet-forming elements, oxygen stands out as having first-order importance. The O budget in a 

rocky planet is central in determining two fundamental planetary proper<es, its core mass frac<on and mantle Fe 

content: proper<es which, if known, would help resolving degeneracies in rela<ng exoplanet densi<es to bulk 

composi<ons. Pu<rka and Rarick (2019) treat the planetary Fe/FeO ra<o as a free parameter, an approach also 

adopted by Unterborn et al. (2023b) and Guimond et al. (2023b), to predict the likely composi<onal range of rocky 

exoplanets (treated as a free parameter, because simply in cosmochemical terms there is almost always enough 

oxygen available to fully oxidise Fe and other rock forming elements, so oxygen abundances must be forced lower in 

planets than stellar abundances allow for cores to form at all Pu<rka and Rarick, 2019). On this basis, these authors 
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conclude that the mantle composi<ons of rocky exoplanets bear a strong resemblance to that of the Earth, with major 

differences being limited to Mg/Si ra<os. However, uncertainty in planetary Fe/FeO ra<os, together with the 

stochas<c nature of the accre<onary behaviour of vola<le elements (e.g., Albarede, 2009; Sossi et al., 2022) mean 

that the assump<ons underpinning our use of the` star-planet connec<on to model exoplanet composi<ons remains 

observa<onally untested: atmospheres (if present) trade off against interior mineralogy and structure (core mass 

frac<on) to make density alone a weak constraint on planetary composi<on (e.g., Rogers and Seager, 2010). 

Consequently, it is, as yet, unknown whether the Earth-like uncompressed densi<es of super-Earths speak to a 

similarity in composi<on, or whether significant chemical varia<on exists among the popula<on. Resolving this 

ques<on is important for the field, as it has the poten<al to speak to a key result that has emerged from exoplanet 

surveys over the last decade: that there is a drop in planet occurrence rates at ∼	1.5RE (Fulton et al., 2017). This feature 

of the data has been linked to envelope loss from sub-Neptune-sized planets ini<ally formed in this radius interval—

a loss with several hypothesised physical drivers, e.g. photoevapora<on (Owen and Wu, 2013, 2017) and core-

powered mass loss (Ginzburg et al., 2018; Gupta and Schlich<ng, 2019). How similar the composi<on of the remaining 

envelope-free kernels of these sub-Neptunes are to ‘born rocky’ planets remains uncertain. Improved constraints on 

planet bulk composi<ons and interior structures may offer the possibility of dis<nguishing these two types of small 

(<	1.5RE) planets from one other; illumina<ng a dichotomous evolu<onary path for small planets that we do not have 

an analogue for in the solar system. 

ARempts to ‘cut the Gordian knot’ with respect to the exoplanetary composi<ons have used empirical trends 

between planets and stellar abundance data. One such trend indicates that the excess density of super-Earths scales 

posi<vely with the frac<on of iron in the star (Adibekyan et al., 2021), sugges<ng a gene<c connec<on between the 

two. However, the range in densi<es among the terrestrial planets spans almost the en<re range observed in 

exoplanets (≤	1.5RE) within error (Figure 1), such that the composi<ons of rocky exoplanets remain equivocal from 

this approach. There are however hints at planetary composi<ons and/or structures not represented by the solar 

system popula<on, in par<cular those planets resolvably less dense than Earth or Mercury (Figure 1)—although 

whether this is due to the contribu<on of atmospheres/envelopes or interior structure (such as the absence of a core) 

remains to be seen. 

The next genera<on of observa<ons are therefore needed to beRer constrain planetary composi<ons. These 

observa<ons are likely to be manifest in two forms; i) detec<on of key gaseous species in the atmospheres of 

exoplanets and, ii) characterisa<on of surface features of (poten<ally) bare rocky exoplanets (Kreidberg et al., 2019; 

Greene et al., 2023). Because the detectability of such transmission/emission spectral features in the infrared scales 
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propor<onally with the temperature and radius of the planet, the most promising targets are those rocky super-Earths 

that are very close to their host star and have large, extended atmospheres and/or transparent atmospheres that 

facilitate observa<ons of the surface — surfaces which may be molten due to their intense hea<ng from their star. 

This review is focused on describing the logic by which we make predic<ons of exoplanetary composi<ons and 

mineralogies, and how these processes could lead to composi<onal diversity among rocky exoplanets. We use these 

predic<ons to determine the sensi<vity of present-day and future observa<ons to detec<ng composi<onal differences 

between rocky exoplanets and the four terrestrial planets. First, we review data on stellar abundances and infer how 

 

Figure 2. The outline of the review from stars to mantles, melts and crusts and from models to experiments and 
observa<ons. 

changes in composi<on may manifest themselves in the expected bulk composi<ons of rocky exoplanets (sec<on 2). 

Conver<ng this informa<on in mass-radius rela<onships requires calcula<on of the stable mineral assemblages at a 

given temperature-pressure-composi<on (T −P−X), an exercise we describe in sec<on 3. Should the planet be hot 
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enough to engender par<al mel<ng of the mantle, then these liquids are likely to rise to the surface and erupt to form 

planetary crusts; the possible composi<onal and mineralogical variability of which we examine in sec<on 4. Finally, 

the expected spectroscopic responses of such crusts are examined in sec<on 5. This approach, taking us from star to 

planet, is summarised as a flow chart in Figure 2. 

2 Bulk chemical composiDons of rocky exoplanets 

2.1 The planet-star connec6on 

Planets and their host stars are born from the same molecular cloud material, giving them a shared chemical origin. 

Gas-dust separa<on in the protoplanetary disk and subsequent dynamical evolu<on may cause the bulk chemical 

composi<ons of (par<cularly rocky) planets to deviate from that of their host star. However, by analogy with the 

composi<on of the Earth’s mantle and that of the Sun, the rela-ve propor-ons of refractory (rock-forming) elements 

between rocky exoplanets and their host stars are expected to be within ∼10 % rela<ve (Palme et al., 2014; Wang et 

al., 2018). This assump<on has been carried over into hypothe<cal exoplanetary systems (Dubois et al., 2002; So<n 

et al., 2007; Schulze et al., 2021, e.g.,). The veracity of this assump<on is largely untested (with the excep<on of weak 

support coming from polluted white dwarf observa<ons, Bonsor et al., 2021), and, in the case of non-refractory, major 

elements (Mg, Si and Fe), may lead to large discrepancies (>10%) between true composi<ons and those predicted 

based on the assump<on that these elements are present in stellar propor<ons (Dauphas et al., 2015; Wang et al., 

2019a; Miyazaki and Korenaga, 2020). This is because the Mg/Si ra<o, for example, varies by a factor ∼2 even among 

chondri<c meteorites (Wasson and Kallemeyn, 1988). Nevertheless, the advantage of adop<ng stellar abundances as 

proxies for those of poten<al surrounding planets is that they are measurable with stellar photospheric spectroscopy 

(Huang et al., 2005; Hinkel et al., 2014; Nissen et al., 2017; Delgado Mena et al., 2017; Buder et al., 2018; Liu et al., 

2020; Adibekyan et al., 2021; Hourihane et al., 2023) and so provide a broad observa<onally-informed bound on 

planetary composi<on. 

Stellar chemical composi<ons vary across the galaxy because stars have formed in different loca<ons at different 

<mes and inherit the local chemical history of stellar birth, nucleosynthesis, and death (Gaidos, 2000; Bond et al., 

2008; Mojzsis, 2022; Pignatari et al., 2023). That is, the composi<ons of stars are inherited from the molecular cloud 

from which they formed. Abundance ra<os of elements with respect to H are typically reported in ‘dex’ (i.e., base 10 

logarithmic) units: typical ranges for FGK stars in stellar surveys fall between -0.5 and +0.5 dex of the solar value; 
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Figure 3. Key elemental ra<os – C/O, Mg/Si and Mg/Fe – of FGK stars in using both GALAH (yellow; Buder et al. 
2021) and Hypa<a (red; Hinkel et al. 2014) stellar catalogues. The histograms of these ra<os in both databases are 
also shown, along with the typical error bars of these ra<os. The reference solar abundances (in bright yellow), 
which have been used to normalise both databases, are from Asplund et al. (2021). The apparent fewer number of 
stars in the higher Mg/Si regime (>	2.0) in the leg panel (compared to the right panel) is due to the fewer available 
measurements of carbon and oxygen abundances in the GALAH database. The ver<cal and horizontal dash lines 
(C/O:0.8, Mg/Fe:1.0, and Mg/Si:1.0), along with different arrows, indicate how composi<on may lead to 
mineralogical and structural propensi<es of hypothe<cal rocky exoplanets around these stars. 

measurement errors can be as low as 0.01 dex as reported by individual groups, but are more likely to be on the order 

of 0.1 dex between groups given the non-standardised techniques for quan<fying abundances from stellar spectra 

(Hinkel et al., 2016; Hinkel and Unterborn, 2018). Some key elemental ra<os in stars—namely, C/O, Mg/Si and 

Mg/Fe—have been proposed to indicate poten<al proper<es of rocky exoplanets around those stars (Bond et al., 

2010a,b; Thiabaud et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019a). Figure 3 shows the spread of these key elemental ra<os for FKG 

stars in the solar neighbourhood in using two different stellar catalogues (GALAH, Buder et al. 2021; Hypa<a, Hinkel 

et al. 2014). The Sun appears to be rather typical in both catalogues (aligning well with the medians of the 

corresponding histograms). These key ra<os indicate, to first order, the propensity of mantle composi<on and core 

sizes of hypothe<cal rocky exoplanets around these stars (see indica<ons in Figure 3). The large spreads in these 

parameter spaces reveal the poten<al chemical diversity of rocky worlds around such stars. 

A diversity of host star elemental abundances implies a diversity in planetary bulk composi<ons (e.g., So<n et al., 

2007; Delgado Mena et al., 2010; Bond et al., 2010b; Carter-Bond et al., 2012a; Hazen et al., 2015; Unterborn and 
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Panero, 2017; Hinkel and Unterborn, 2018; Pu<rka and Rarick, 2019; Pu<rka et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022a; Mojzsis, 

2022; Guimond et al., 2023a,b; Spaargaren et al., 2023). However, because the abundances of the major rock-forming 

elements are posi<vely correlated in FGK stars, the resultant ra<os of these elements vary by only modest amounts 

(factor 2–3; e.g., Hinkel et al., 2014; Young et al., 2014; Brewer et al., 2016). Consequently, should elemental 

abundances in a given star be a good proxy for that of the planet, then this would imply that rocky exoplanets are 

composed predominantly of O, Fe, Mg, Si, together with smaller amounts of the refractory elements Ca and Al – 

largely concordant with our experience of solar system planet composi<on and mineralogy (Pu<rka et al., 2021). 

2.2 Nebular condensa6on 

The current paradigm for the mechanisms by which the terrestrial planets formed involves a stage of nebular cooling 

and condensa<on. Collec<on of these nebular condensate grains into pebbles, prior to their mixing and growth into 

progressively more massive bodies, dubbed planetesimals (<	10−3 ME) and embryos (∼	0.1ME), is thought to have led 

to the forma<on of the solar system’s four inner planets (e.g., Morbidelli et al., 2012; Johansen and Dorn, 2022). 

The composi<on of the solar nebular gas is closely approximated by that of the Sun (Urey, 1954, Larimer and 

Anders, 1967; Wasson and Chou, 1974; Anders and Ebihara, 1982; Alexander et al., 2001; Bland et al., 2005; Moynier 

et al., 2011; Hin et al., 2017; Norris and Wood, 2017; Wang et al., 2019b; Sossi et al., 2019; Braukmuller et al., 2019; 

Fegley¨ et al., 2020). Yet, this process of condensa<on is not isochemical, as the observed vola<le abundances in solar 

system rocky bodies (e.g., C, O, S, P, K and Na) are depleted compared to their abundances in the Sun, whereas 

refractory lithophile elements are rela<vely enriched: in the bulk silicate Earth, this factor of refractory lithophile 

enrichment is 1.21 ×	solar, normalised to Mg (Palme et al., 2014)—normalising to the refractory lithophile element Al 

results in an iden<cal baseline for refractories between the terrestrial planets and the Sun (Wang et al., 2019b; 

McDonough and Yoshizaki, 2021; Sossi et al., 2022). 

The main piece of (empirical) evidence poin<ng to the importance of nebular condensa<on in dicta<ng the 

composi<ons of the terrestrial planets is that their abundances of vola<le elements decrease as a smooth func<on of 

their 50 % nebular condensa<on temperatures (Tc
50; Fig. 4). This is defined as the temperature at which 50 % the mass 

of an element is condensed from a solar composi<on gas at 10−4 bar (e.g., Larimer and Anders, 1967; Lodders, 2003; 

Wood et al., 2019). Such a trend holds among chondri<c meteorites, although they exhibit constant-abundance 

plateaus in the most vola<le elements (with Tc
50 <	700 K; Braukmuller et al. 2019). In this manner, rocky planets are, 

by defini<on,¨ those that have lost (or never acquired) the major complement of the vola<le elements present in the 

Sun. For example, H is depleted by a factor ∼106 in the Earth (rela<ve to the Sun, normalised by Al), equa<ng to ∼	

1000 µg/g (Marty, 2012; Hirschmann and Withers, 2008). Only O, S, C, and H are likely to be sufficiently abundant to 
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affect mass-radius rela<onships in an observable manner. Though their abundances in rocky exoplanets have been yet 

to be measured, they must, by analogy, be depleted to similar levels to those observed in the Earth (with the possible 

excep<on of C, see below), lest the mass-radius rela<onships of rocky exoplanets diverge from the observed, Earth-

like trend (e.g., Luque and Palle, 2022). 

 

Figure 4. An example of the vola<lity trend of elements in rocky objects in the solar system, in this case the 
Earth. The Earth’s composi<on has been normalised to CI chondrites, a model for the presump<ve building blocks of 
rocky material in the solar system, were they not to have variably lost vola<le elements. Normalisa<on of the Earth 
and CI composi<on to Mg accounts for the large hyper-vola<le component within chondrites. Composi<onal data 
are from Palme et al. (2014) and Clay et al. (2017), half mass condensa<on temperatures are from Wood et al. 
(2019). 
 

The difficulty in predic<ng the vola<le budgets of rocky exoplanets lies in the complexity of the processes that 

lead to their accre<on. Were the vola<le element abundances of Earth to have resulted from nebular condensa<on 

alone, then elements that condense below a given threshold temperature, Tcut−off should be absent from the solid 

material from which the Earth accreted. By contrast, the Earth should harbour its full (solar) complement of elements 

with Tc
50 >	Tcut−off. This is because elements typically condense over a narrow range of temperatures, passing from 

fully vaporised to fully condensed over a temperature range of ∼30–40 K (e.g., Larimer, 1967; Albarede, 2009). That 

the Earth exhibits a smooth decline in vola<le element abundances with Tc
50 and not a binary paRern with an 

inflec<on point at some fic<ve Tcut−off, indicates that these elements were brought through mixing of different 
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materials that each experienced various Tcut−off (Sossi et al. 2022). As a result, planetary composi<ons cannot be simply 

<ed to condensa<on temperature, and, instead, are a complex func<on of their accre<on histories. This problem has 

been circumvented by applying ‘devola<lisa<on trends’ defined for the Earth (and other telluric bodies) that quan<fy 

element abundance vs. Tc
50 to provide limits as to the expected vola<le element abundances in rocky exoplanets 

(Wang et al., 2019a, 2022a,b; Spaargaren et al., 2023). 

It is noteworthy that there is no requirement for the condensa<on temperatures of a nebula around another star 

to conform to those for a solar composi<on gas. Indeed, varia<ons in element ra<os, par<cularly C/O (Larimer and 

Bartholomay, 1979) may lead to dras<c differences in condensa<on temperatures, brought about by a change in the 

condensing mineral assemblage. For example, carbides and sulfides (such as oldhamite, a common phase in ensta<te 

chondrites) become stable at the expense of oxides (cf. Larimer and Bartholomay, 1979; Bond et al., 2010b) for 

nebulae with C/O ra<os higher than ∼	0.9. The corollary of this result is that elements that are thought of as being 

vola<le in a Solar System context (namely C) behave as refractory elements (and vice-versa). This realisa<on has led 

to some experimental work done on reduced phases, such as SiC, which is supposed to dominate rocky exoplanets 

with high C/O ra<os (Miozzi et al., 2018; Hakim et al., 2018; Hakim et al., 2019; Allen-SuRer et al., 2020). As such, 

exo<c composi<ons beyond silicate/pyroli<c mantles may be plausible (see sec<on 3.2). 

2.3 The role of O in controlling core/mantle ra6os 

Among the vola<le elements, oxygen is expected to be by far the largest cons<tuent of planetary mantles, owing to 

its abundance in stellar nebulae and the fact that it combines readily with metals to form oxides and silicates. As a 

result, O plays a cri<cal role in modula<ng the composi<on of the mantle and thus the stable mineral phases therein. 

This is because the finite amount of O that condenses from stellar nebulae combines sequen<ally with the rock-

forming oxides according to their redox poten<als (at 1 bar, this order is Ca >	Al >	Mg >	Si >	Fe; Chase et al. 1982), 

un<l it is exhausted. Typically, O/(Al+Ca+Mg+Si+Fe) ra<os in condensing phases are such that some frac<on of Fe is 

leg over as metallic iron (Fe0). Such a system with Fe0 and FeO present and in equilibrium defines the oxygen fugacity 

(fO2; i.e., the par<al pressure of O2 gas corrected for non-ideality) via: 

 Fe + !
"
O" 	⇄ FeO,	 (1) 

where higher propor<ons of FeO/Fe indicate more oxidising condi<ons. The reduced iron, together with other 

‘reducing’ (or siderophile) metals (e.g., Ni and Co, and notably Si, which imparts mineralogical consequences 

discussed later) cons<tute the core of the planet, and hence determine the core mass (Wang et al., 2019a, 2022a). 
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Because oxygen condenses gradually from stellar nebulae as a func<on of temperature, there is, as yet, no 

sa<sfactory parameterisa<on that would permit its abundance in planet-forming materials to be predicted a priori. 

One insight is that varying the Mg/Si ra<o of the nebula would alter the olivine/pyroxene ra<o (which have (Mg,Fe)/O 

= 1/2 and (Mg,Fe)/O = 1/3, respec<vely) and thereby the amount of oxygen consumed during forma<on of the silicate 

por<on of a planet (Unterborn and Panero, 2017). However, this is only one of the routes via which oxygen may be 

incorporated into planets. Therefore, oxygen abundance is typically presumed to be sufficient to oxidise major silicate-

building elements un<l Fe (i.e., Mg, Si, Ca, Al; Santos et al. 2015; Dorn et al. 2015; Brugger et al. 2017; Plotnykov and 

Valencia 2020; Schulze et al. 2020; Guimond et al. 2023b). This assump<on is loosely supported by the observa<on 

that O/(Mg + Si + Fe + Ca + Al) is sufficiently high across the vast majority of Hypa<a Catalog stars (Pu<rka and Rarick, 

2019). Meanwhile, to account for variable condensed oxygen budgets, the degree to which metals like Fe (and Ni) are 

oxidised is typically prescribed: as a fixed value (nil or at Earth’s value; Santos et al. 2015; Schulze et al. 2020; 

Spaargaren et al. 2023); or, as a nominal range by introducing an addi<onal parameter, such as mantle Mg or Fe 

number (Mg# =	 !"
!"#$%

; Fe# = !$%"
!"#$%

; So<n et al. 2007; Brugger et al. 2017; Plotnykov and Valencia 2020, or Fe par<<on 

coefficient (Pu<rka and Rarick, 2019; Guimond et al., 2023b; Unterborn et al., 2023b), with bounds chosen to imply 

Fe-metal cores ubiquitously. As a result, whilst host stellar abundances may approximate bulk rocky planetary 

composi<ons, there is debate over how these can be used to place constraints on the interior structure and proper<es 

(i.e., densi<es) of rocky planets (Wang et al., 2019a; Schulze et al., 2020; Seidler et al., 2021; Adibekyan et al., 2021; 

Unterborn et al., 2023b; Spaargaren et al., 2023). 

2.4 Post-accre6onary processes 

Processes within planets themselves compound the challenge of linking stellar composi<on through to internal 

structure. A key process supposed to be opera<ve early in a planet’s history is Fe dispropor<ona<on, where a high 

pressure reac<on of the form 

 3FeO ⇄ Fe# + Fe"O$,	 (2) 

causes ferrous iron, Fe2+, hosted in the silicate por<on of the planet, to break down into Fe3+ and metallic iron (Frost 

et al. 2004; Armstrong et al. 2019). The metal, if it sinks to the core, will result in net oxida<on of the complementary 

mantle with no change in the amount of O in the bulk planet. Other processes, such as the dissocia<on of H2O and 

loss of H2 by atmospheric escape, followed by mantle influx of the oxygen, may lead to a similar effect on the mantle 
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oxygen budget (Catling et al., 2001; Zahnle et al., 2019; Wordsworth et al., 2018; Krissansen-ToRon et al., 2021, see 

also Hirschmann 2023). 

FeO may also be produced during core forma<on by the dissolu<on of Si into metal, 

 SiO"%&'&()*+ + 2Fe# ⇄ 2FeO%&'&()*+ + Si#,	 (3) 

occurring at high temperatures and pressures relevant for the base of a deep magma ocean (Javoy, 1995). Reac<on 

(3) leads to s<ll more mantle oxida<on. This reac<on also proves important by increasing the Mg/Si ra<o of the mantle 

with respect to the bulk planet, a complexity which will be returned to in sec<on 3. 

These post-accre<onary processes are significant for the subsequent coupled interior-atmosphere evolu<on of a 

planet. There must have been a reset of how oxidising Earth’s mantle was following core forma<on (where it would 

have been highly reducing; e.g., Righter and Ghiorso, 2012) to its present day more oxidising state (Frost and 

McCammon, 2008). Iron dispropor<ona<on reac<ons like (2), whether driven by mineral growth or in the silicate 

liquid itself (Hirschmann, 2022), presumably contributed to this evolu<on. The result is a mantle ul<mately producing 

much more oxidising volcanic gases than it would have done immediately following core forma<on. Such post-

accre<onary shigs in mantle redox have poten<ally profound implica<ons for resultant atmospheres and oxygen 

cycles in the planet (Ortenzi et al., 2020; Liggins et al., 2022), yet the effects of which remain hard to quan<ta<vely 

predict. Improved observa<onal constraints on the composi<on of Venusian magmas and volcanic gasses would 

provide an important new data point from the solar system on how these processes and others play out on roughly 

Earth-sized planets. 

3 Mantle mineralogy of rocky exoplanets 

The major rocky reservoirs on planets are their mantles. Ini<ally, prior to the forma<on of thick crusts, this mantle is 

a crystallised rocky layer that has the composi<on of the bulk planet, less those elements that par<<oned into its 

metallic core. The stable assemblages of minerals within these mantles vary across planets according to their bulk 

composi<ons, as this sec<on will detail. The resul<ng mineralogies control planetary thermochemical evolu<on 

insofar as different minerals have different material proper<es (e.g., density, bulk moduli and heat capacity; 

Spaargaren et al., 2020). Across the common mantle minerals and assemblages thereof, notable differences are 

suggested in, for example: viscosi<es (e.g., Yamazaki et al., 2009; Ammann et al., 2011; Hansen and Warren, 2015; 

Girard et al., 2016; Thielmann et al., 2020; Cordier et al., 2023), vola<le storage (see sec<on 3.3; e.g., Dong et al., 2022; 

Wang et al., 2022b; Guimond et al., 2023b), solidii (e.g., Hirschmann, 2000; Kiefer et al., 2015; Brugman et al., 2021), 
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and ferric iron par<<oning and thus upper mantle oxygen fugacity (Guimond et al., 2023a). In these ways, predic<ng 

rocky planet mineralogies represents an emerging fron<er in exoplanet characterisa<on. 

The mineralogy of a planetary mantle is set by equilibria established among its cons<tuent phases. The stability 

of a given (mineral) phase assemblage for a fixed bulk composi<on is dictated by the minimisa<on of Gibbs free 

energy at a given P−T (e.g., Connolly and Kerrick, 1987). Pressure and temperature profiles through planets are 

predicted using equa<ons of state and adiaba<c gradients, calculated itera<vely with mineralogy. The bulk 

composi<on may be es<mated from host star abundances, though this inevitably introduces uncertainty: first, due 

to poorly-constrained par<<oning processes, as detailed in sec<on 2; and second, due to measurement error on the 

stellar abundances themselves. Uncertain<es of 0.2 dex on two elements propagate to a frac<onal uncertainty on 

their molar ra<o of 65%, for example (using the deriva<on in Hinkel et al., 2022). A further, underlying assump<on is 

that this bulk oxide composi<on is homogeneous throughout the mantle; there is some debate about whether this 

is true for Earth (e.g., Anderson and Bass, 1986; Ballmer et al., 2017). 

Having es<mates of bulk composi<on, mantle phase equilibria can then be modelled self-consistently with 

pressuretemperature profiles, most commonly using thermodynamic algorithms that minimise Gibbs free energy, a 

class of models including Perple X (Connolly, 2009) and HeFESTo (S<xrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2011). The user of 

these algorithms must further commit to a thermodynamic database and choice of ac<vity composi<on rela<ons for 

the expected minerals (e.g., Ghiorso and Sack, 1995; Holland and Powell, 2011; Green et al., 2016; S<xrude and 

Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2022). Because such databases and mineral models are experimentally constrained for primarily 

Earth-like composi<ons, they necessarily require a degree of extrapola<on to the exoplanetary context: this 

extrapola<on is both in terms of composi<on, where, e.g., Na contents, Mg/Fe ra<os, and oxygen fugacity may differ 

from the terrestrial mantle, and in pressure, where in super-Earth’s pressures in the lower mantle may exceed 

600GPa, or five <mes that of Earth’s lower mantle (Wagner et al., 2012; Unterborn and Panero, 2019; Boujibar et al., 

2020). 

As a result of the above, es<mates of the mineralogical diversity present in exoplanetary interiors, especially as 

planets become much more massive than Earth, need cau<oning by the limita<ons of our thermodynamic models. As 

one example, the og-used equa<on of state of crystalline Mg-postperovskite is experimentally validated to 265GPa 

(Sakai et al., 2016), although higher-pressure measurements have been achieved using shock compression (Spaulding 

et al., 2012; Bolis et al., 2016; Fratanduono et al., 2018)—recent interior models tend to rely on ab ini-o simula<ons 

by Sakai et al. (2016) that es<mate the MgSiO3 equa<on of state to well beyond the plausible rocky exoplanet mantle 

pressures. Recognising these limita<ons and assump<on, we proceed in this sec<on to explore exoplanet mineralogy. 
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3.1 Possible range of mantle mineralogies for silicate planets 

In the past half-decade, a gamut of theore<cal studies have exploited phase equilibria models to es<mate exoplanet 

mantle mineralogy from stellar abundances: Hinkel and Unterborn (2018) and Wang et al. (2022a) on nearby stars 

with higher-precision abundances; and Pu<rka and Rarick (2019), Unterborn et al. (2023b), Spaargaren et al. (2023), 

and Guimond et al. (2023b) on a popula<on level of stars from the Hypa<a Catalog (Hinkel et al., 2014) and/or the 

GALAH survey (Buder et al., 2018). A study of mantle composi<ons inferred from polluted white dwarfs provides a 

complementary approach (Pu<rka and Xu, 2021). These studies suggest that rocky planet mantles can, for the most 

part, be understood in terms of known terrestrial mineral components: i.e., familiar minerals are stabilised in these 

mantles, even if their rela<ve propor<ons and composi<on differ from those in Earth’s mantle. 

 Mg/Si = 0.5 Mg/Si = 1.0 Mg/Si = 1.5 

 
 0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100 
 Mineral phase [vol %] Mineral phase [vol %] Mineral phase [vol %] 

Figure 5. The effect of Mg/Si on the mineralogy of a silicate mantle. Except for Mg and Si, the composi<ons of other 
elements are kept the same as those of bulk silicate Earth (McDonough and Sun, 1995). The mantle poten<al 
temperature is assumed at 1700 K. This is modelled with pyExoInt (Wang et al., 2022a) that has Perple X (Connolly, 
2009) integrated for mineralogy output. The abbrevia<ons of mineral phases stand for: ol - olivine, opx 
orthopyroxene, cpx - clinopyroxene, hp-cpx - high-pressure clinopyroxene, plg - plagioclase, qtz - quartz, coes - 
coesite, sp -spinel, wad - wadsleyite, ring - ringwoodite, gt - garnet, stv - s<shovite, wus - magnesiowus<te 
(ferropericlase),¨ mg-pv - magnesium perovskite (bridgmanite), cf - calcium ferrite, and ca-pv - calcium perovskite. 

3.1.1 Upper mantles 

As Mg and Si are the most abundance oxide-forming elements synthesized in stars, the ferromagnesian silicates olivine 

(and its polymorphs; wadsleyite and ringwoodite) (Mg,Fe)2SiO4 and orthopyroxene (Mg,Fe)SiO3 are the dominant 

minerals at pressures where they are stable, <25GPa, depending on temperature. As pressure increases, clino- and 
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orthopyroxene dissolve into garnet to form majorite (Akaogi and Akimoto, 1977), which becomes predominant near 

∼	15 GPa, and also contains the en<rety of the Ca and Al budget of the planet at these pressures (Figure 5). That is, 

no observed stellar composi<on appears rich enough in what would be minor oxides in Earth’s mantle (e.g., CaO, 

Al2O3, TiO2) to saturate their pure phases (Pu<rka and Rarick, 2019). Indeed, as shown in Figure 6, 89% of Hypa<a stars 

lead to upper mantles dominated by a mixture of olivine plus orthopyroxene, assuming for simplicity Mg/Simantle = 

Mg/Sistar and 90 mol% of planets’ Fe in their cores; or 85% of stars assuming instead a constant 5 wt% Si in metal cores 

(e.g., Hirose et al., 2021). 

 
Mantle Mg/Si 

Figure 6. The distribu<on of mantle Mg/Si implied from stellar abundances in the Hypa<a Catalog (Hinkel et al., 
2014), for different assump<ons about the Si content of metal cores (assumed constant for simplicity), and no 
devola<lisa<on. Calcula<ons assume 85 mol% of the bulk planet’s Fe forms a core; reasonable changes do not affect 
the distribu<ons. Ver<cal doRed lines show the median of each distribu<on. The yellow marker indicates the solar 
value from Lodders et al. (2009); the blue marker indicates the Bulk Silicate Earth es<mate. The horizontal bar shows 
where mantles are dominated by a mixture of olivine and pyroxene, with the hatched regions showing where only 
some composi<ons stabilise both these phases. Calcula<ons based on the S<xrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni (2022) 
thermodynamic database implemented in Perple X (version 6.9). 

Substan<al diversity is nonetheless expected within these pyroxene-olivine composi<ons, even with rela<ve 

abundances in host stars not significantly different from the sun’s. Again, due to their abundance, the most important 

changes are predicted in the ra<o of olivine to orthopyroxene, being a direct func<on of Mg/Si (Ringwood, 1989; 

Bond et al., 2010b; Delgado Mena et al., 2010; Young et al., 2014; Hinkel and Unterborn, 2018; Pu<rka and Rarick, 

2019; Wang et al., 2022a,b; Mojzsis, 2022; Spaargaren et al., 2023; Guimond et al., 2023b). Increasing Mg/Si above 

unity produces more forsterite olivine and the expense of ensta<te orthopyroxene—forsterite’s chemical formula 

dictates two units MgO per unit SiO2, versus 1:1 in ensta<te (Figure 3, right panel). The extreme ends of the stellar 

Mg/Si distribu<on see silicate mantles becoming olivine-free at Mg/Si ≲ 0.8 (in the presence of some mantle FeO), 
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or orthopyroxene-free at Mg/Si ≳ 1.6 (Figure 6). In these cases, the oxides in excess (SiO2 or (Mg,Fe)O wus<te) could¨ 

form their own phases—one hypothe<cal avenue for “exo<c” mineralogies (sec<on 3.2). 

The third-most abundant oxide in most mantles, FeO, has a secondary role in mineralogy, mostly via stabilising 

olivine polymorphs. Higher Fe/Si would be associated with increased ferrosilite olivine over fayalite orthopyroxene, 

an analogous effect to increased Mg/Si favouring forsterite. In fact, the mantle ra<o (Mg + Fe)/Si is a beRer predictor 

than Mg/Si of the ra<o olivine/orthopyroxene, yet it is in prac<ce perhaps less useful because of the challenges 

predic<ng the Fe content in an exoplanet mantle (see previous sec<on). In any case, the thermodynamic models 

quickly become unreliable at very FeO-rich composi<ons (≳ 25wt%); such mantles’ mineralogies have not been 

studied in detail. 

Lastly, higher Al2O3 or CaO propor<ons would be accommodated by increased garnet and clinopyroxene, up to a 

maximum at 4GPa of about one third garnet by mass. Components beyond Mg-Si-Fe-Al-Ca are not expected to to 

occur in abundances high enough to notably affect mantle mineralogy—but they may affect other important material 

proper<es—solidus temperatures, for example—as sec<on 4 will discuss. 

3.1.2 Lower mantles 

As pressures increase within a planet, several key phase transi<ons lead to a layered mantle structure. Ringwoodite, 

the high-pressure polymorph of olivine, breaks down together with majorite, to form bridgmanite (magnesium 

perovskite) and ferropericlase (magnesiowusite) (See Chapter 6, Table X, of this issue for a comprehensive list of 

mineral formulae). This transi<on occurs at ∼22–27 GPa in the Earth’s mantle, depending on temperature, and defines 

the lower mantle (e.g., Ito and Takahashi, 1989; Shim et al., 2001; Dong et al., 2021a, also see Figure 5). Extrapola<on 

of the S<xrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni (2011, 2022) thermodynamic databases suggests that the mantles of most 

rocky exoplanets, provided that they are comprised largely of silicates and reach sufficient pressures, will have a 

transi<on zone-like structure. 

At the high pressures of lower mantles (see Figure 5), there is typically less informa<on available about the 

varia<on in phases and phase propor<ons with depth than in upper mantles, so mineralogies tend to be simplified. 

(Mg,Fe)SiO3 perovskite and postperovskite always dominate here, with a smaller amount of (Mg,Fe)O wus<te (i.e., 

ferropericlase)¨ taking up any excess Mg and Fe. CaSiO3 perovskite (davemaoite), Earth’s third-most-common lower 

mantle phase, also appears as the main high-pressure host of Ca across the stellar-abundance-derived range of bulk  
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Figure 7. (Le<:) The mass frac<on of the mantle where perovskite (pv) or postperovskite (ppv) is stable (grey curve) 
increases rapidly with increasing planet mass. This mass frac<on represents the lower mantle of the planet, and does 
not vary appreciably with Fe par<<oning into the core, poten<al temperatures between 1600–1900 K, or diverse 
silicate composi<ons—the line width spans the 1σ distribu<on over these three variables. Earth’s posi<on on the leg 
y-axis is shown with a blue marker. The right y-axis, for context, corresponds to the scaling of core/mantle boundary 
pressure with planet mass, with lines coloured by fixed par<<oning of Fe into the core. Line widths span the 2σ 
distribu<on over Hypa<a-derived Fe/Mg and Si/Mg, and with core Si content varying from 0 to 10% (and no other core 
light elements for simplicity), and at a mantle poten<al temperature of 1700K. All values of Fecore/Febulk result in a 
similar upper limit to core/mantle boundary pressure, but a lower limit decreasing with increasing Fe in the core, due 
to the core/mantle boundary moving outward in radius. These core/mantle boundary pressure calcula<ons use the 
ExoPlex mass-radius composi<on calculator (see Unterborn et al., 2023b, for details), which implements a liquid Fe 
core, and the S<xrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni (2011) database of silicate thermodynamic proper<es in Perple X, 
assuming as a caveat that all equa<ons of state are valid at the relevant T-P-X condi<ons. Dashed lines indicate 
expected endmember phase transi<ons, not necessarily included in current interior models: in FeO and MgO as 
observed in ramp-compression experiments from Coppari et al. (2013, 2021), and in MgSiO3 as theore<cally predicted 
by Umemoto et al. (2017, their lower limit with Mg/Si = 2). (Right:) Experimental limits to pressure-density equa<ons 
of state. MgSiO3 is from sta<c-compression experiments by Sakai et al. (2016), and MgO and FeO are again from 
Coppari et al. (2013, 2021). Note that shock-compression experiments, measuring irreversible compression which may 
not represent equilibrium states, have reached higher pressures (e.g., Spaulding et al., 2012; Root et al., 2015; Bolis 
et al., 2016; Sekine et al., 2016; Fratanduono et al., 2018), but are not included here. 
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composi<ons. Most Al is expected to be dissolved in perovskite (Caracas and Cohen, 2005), although some models 

include Al in a low-abundance calcium ferrite solu<on as well (S<xrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2022). The main axis 

for mineralogical diversity in the lower mantle is the effect of increasing Mg/Si on increasing ferropericlase modality 

at the expense of perovskite (Figure 5). Finally, perovskite will transi<on to postperovskite around ∼120GPa along 

Earth-like pressure-temperature profiles (Tsuchiya et al., 2004; Murakami et al., 2004; Oganov and Ono, 2004). 

Because the lower mantle will dwarf the upper mantle in mass for all rocky planets of at least Earth’s mass, we expect 

the prototypical exoplanet mantle to be mostly perovskite and post-perovskite (Figure 7). 

The existence of exoplanets more massive than Earth mo<vates extending silicate phase equilibria to much higher 

pressures (Figure 7). Whereas Earth’s core/mantle boundary (CMB) lies at 130GPa, the highest mantle pressures 

reached in “rocky” planets, Rp <	1.5RE, were calculated by Unterborn and Panero (2019) to be over five-fold greater, 

∼630–740GPa, increasing with mantle FeO content (the higher value corresponds to Mars-like mantle FeO; this 

assumes pure solid ε-Fe cores and Mg/Si = 1). At these extreme lower mantle pressures, silicates may in fact be 

en<rely molten, even at the ‘cooler’ geotherms of planets several billion years old (S<xrude, 2014; Fratanduono et 

al., 2018; Boujibar et al., 2020). Enduring basal magma oceans are thus a ubiquitous possibility, presen<ng an 

addi<onal challenge for interior structure modellers (and yet to be understood consequences for planetary evolu<on). 

‘Super-Earth’ pressures are nonetheless accessible to shock experiments, coupled with in-situ synchrotron 

techniques, to probe states of maRer at extreme condi<ons. One of the key mineralogical transforma<ons occurring 

at high pressure is the transi<on from high- to low-spin iron (Badro, 2014; Shim et al., 2023). Spin-transi<ons in Fe 

may result in significant changes in the elas<c proper<es of exoplanetary mantles, par<cularly in oxidising, FeO-rich 

mantles. Further, changes in FeO and MgO crystal laxce structures have been detected in dynamic compression 

experiments (Coppari et al., 2013, 2021, Figure 7). These and other possible deep-mantle phase transi<ons are highly 

relevant for mantle dynamics, via their nega<ve, endothermic Clapeyron slopes: slowing down convec<on by 

consuming latent heat (Christensen and Yuen, 1985). 

Molecular dynamics simula<ons represent an alterna<ve route to study the deep interiors of exoplanets. These 

simula<ons suggest that at extremely high pressures silicates will dissociate into their cons<tuent oxides (MgO, FeO, 

SiO2) (Umemoto et al., 2006; Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya, 2011; Umemoto and Wentzcovitch, 2011; Niu et al., 2015; 

Umemoto et al., 2017). Before complete dissocia<on, however, Umemoto et al. (2017) found MgSiO3 postperovskite 

to recombine with either MgO or SiO2 to form new phases star<ng at ∼450–600GPa, depending on the Mg/Si ra<o. 

For example, the oxygen-excess phase Mg2SiO5 was predicted beyond 600 GPa. As reviewed in Duffy and Smith (2019), 
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limita<ons of both theore<cal and experimental approaches mean it will be important to reconcile results from both, 

if we are to constrain the mineralogy of deep exoplanet mantles. 

The uncertain<es on the equa<ons of state and phase diagrams of silicate minerals at ultrahigh pressure may not 

be the primary source of error when interpre<ng mass-radius rela<onships of exoplanets (Unterborn and Panero, 

2019). Yet, understanding minerals’ associated material proper<es at these condi<ons will be key to linking interior 

dynamics with surface observeables beyond just mass and radius. Doing so will help us answer, for example, how 

vigorously a deep super-Earth mantle is convec<ng, if it is convec<ng at all (e.g., Karato, 2011; Stamenkovic et al., 

2011, 2012;´ Tackley et al., 2013; Miyagoshi et al., 2014, 2018; RiRerbex et al., 2018; van den Berg et al., 2019; Coppari 

et al., 2021; Shahnas and Pysklywec, 2021); and whether its likely mode of convec<on would help or hinder recycling 

at the planet surface. 

3.2 Beyond Earth-like mantles 

The foregoing discussion has made the implicit assump<on that mantles of exoplanets are similar to those of the 

four terrestrial planets; that is, that they are predominantly composed of silicates. However, other mineralogies may 

occur, and even our solar system points to one alternate path for “rocky” planet mantles: the interior of Mercury is 

purported to contain an FeS layer sixng at its point of neutral buoyancy, between the core and the mantle 

(Malavergne et al., 2010, though see Car<er et al. 2020). A key variable in driving non-Earth-like mantles is how 

reducing the planet forma<on environment was. For disks with C/O>0.9, Condensa<on sequences may diverge 

markedly from that of our Solar System (see sec<on 2; Bond et al., 2010b; Moriarty et al., 2014) leading to 

poten<ally non-silicate-based rocky exoplanets. However, observa<ons thus far suggest that such high-C/O systems 

are rare (∼	1%) among FGK dwarfs in the solar neighbourhood (Teske et al., 2013; Brewer et al., 2016). 

For C/O ra<os higher than ∼0.9, condensa<on calcula<ons predict carbides and nitrides, rather than oxides and 

silicates, condense from cooling protoplanetary disk gas (Larimer and Bartholomay, 1979). Planets forming in such 

sexngs would be correspondingly enriched in carbon and be highly reducing. As a consequence, these planets should 

contain iron exclusively in its metallic form (e.g., as Fe0 in their cores rather than as FeO in their mantles). Titanium 

carbide (TiC) may be an abundant minor phase in the mantles of such planets, whereas other, typically lithophile 

elements (Mg and Ca) may occur predominantly as sulfides; niningerite and oldhamite (Skinner and Luce, 1971). 

Planets made from such material are therefore richer in C and S and poorer in O and Al with respect to terrestrial 

planets. Indeed, such mineralogies have been invoked, in part, to explain the low bulk density of some planets (e.g., 

Madhusudhan et al., 2012). Coupled chemical-dynamical planet forma<on simula<ons of Carter-Bond et al. (2012b) 

suggest that it is indeed possible to achieve nearly 50% C by mass for inner planets in the upper end of high-C/O disks. 
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At these highly reducing condi<ons (fO2 between 5 and 6.5 log units below the IW buffer, and between 2 and 10GPa) 

Schmidt et al. (2014) indicate that moissanite (SiC) will be stable, and silicate phases will have Mg # between 0.993 

and 0.998 (i.e., almost en<rely Fe-free). More reducing s<ll, at nine log units below IW, Si metal is stable, however, 

this is likely to be a lower bound, as Si will dissolve into Fe metal (Lacaze and Sundman, 1991). At higher fO2 than ∆IW-

5, SiC may break down to form FeSi liquids and graphite (Hakim et al., 2018, 2019). However, a comprehensive 

experimental inves<ga<on of the stabili<es of C- and S-rich exoplanet interiors is currently lacking. 

Even among “silicate” composi<ons, the observed distribu<on of stellar Mg/Si could also imply the existence of 

extreme mineralogies that do not fit a pyroxenite or perido<te classifica<on (Pu<rka and Rarick, 2019). Indeed, the 

actual distribu<on of mantle Mg/Si across rocky exoplanets may be wider than the distribu<on seen in stars. Although 

the Earth has a superchondri<c Mg/Si ra<o, as inferred from perido<tes of the Earth’s upper mantle, yielding Mg/Si 

of 1.27 (by mass), there are other materials in the Solar System with markedly lower Mg/Si. These materials are 

represented by the ensta<te chondrites, with Mg/Si = 0.64 (Wasson and Kallemeyn, 1988) and therefore contain 

ensta<te rather than forsteri<c olivine as the predominant silicate phase. 

Extrapola<ng even further might suggest exoplanetary mantles could become silica (SiO2)-saturated. This 

condi<on is likely rare for two main reasons. First, Mg and Si are both major elements in the stellar nebulae, and are 

not readily frac<onated from one another during condensa<on: This is because they condense into olivine and 

orthopyroxene, and their condensa<on reac<ons are similarly dependent on fO2. Second, Si is more siderophile than 

is Mg (e.g., Ringwood and Hibberson, 1991; Fischer et al., 2015) and therefore core forma<on will invariably result in 

an increase in the Mg/Si ra<o of the planetary mantle rela<ve to its bulk composi<on. 

In summary, the major changes occurring to planetary composi<on, in addi<on to stellar composi<onal variability 

itself and where 0.3 <	C/O <	0.9, take the form of: 

• Changes in oxida<on state during accre<on and the magma ocean stage (i.e., whilst the planet’s growing metal 

core is s<ll open to mass exchange with its mantle), which influence, in par<cular, the Fe/FeO and, under 

increasingly reducing condi<ons, Si/SiO2 ra<o of the planet, and hence ul<mately the mass ra<o of core to 

mantle. 

• Frac<ona<on of major silicate forming components Mg and Si from Fe during chemical processing in the 

protoplanetary disk (Dauphas et al., 2015; Miyazaki and Korenaga, 2020). This may result from physical 

separa<on of their main mineral hosts olivine, orthopyroxene and Fe metal, during condensa<on of the nebular 

gas and have given rise to their variable abundances in chondrites. 
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• The extent of vola<le element deple<on, either during condensa<on or subsequent accre<on and evolu<on. 

Owing to their high bulk densi<es, the class of exoplanets discussed here are not expected to contain 

substan<al quan<<es (≫1 wt%) of water (as H2 or H2O). Frac<onal vaporisa<on and loss of the atmospheres of 

planets close to their host star may also lead to changes in the chemical composi<on of the residual planet, 

because vaporisa<on is not chemically congruent (i.e., the vapour phase has a bulk composi<on dis<nct from 

that of the residue; Markova et al., 1986; Sossi et al., 2019; Wolf et al., 2022; Fegley Jr et al., 2023). In general, 

vola<li<es of major rock-forming elements evapora<ng from silicate melts decrease in the order K >	Na >	Fe >	

Si >	Mg >	Ca >	Ti >	Al (Sossi et al., 2019). Therefore, the end-product of such a process would result in Ca-Al-

rich silicate planets (Dorn et al., 2019). Addi<onal models are needed to confirm whether the temperatures 

required for sustained loss of rocky material (with high molar mass) are likely too high, considering the large 

masses of super-Earths, to have resulted in significant loss (Benedikt et al., 2020; Erkaev et al., 2023). 

3.3 Life-essen6al elements (CHNOPS) in rocky exoplanet mantles 

The storage in planetary mantles of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorous and sulfur is of par<cular 

interest because of their being universally required in known biology (see Krijt et al., 2022, for a recent review of the 

origin of these elements in planetary systems). These elements also stand out from those discussed in previous 

sec<ons in purely physical terms: many of them readily form gasses or fluids at low pressures (i.e., they are ‘vola<le’ 

elements) and they are some of the last elements to condense from a cooling nebular gas (if indeed they condense at 

the planet forming region at all). Their vola<lity leads to these elements par<<oning into atmospheres and to their 

poten<al loss early in a planet’s history (Watson et al., 1981; Kas<ng and Pollack, 1983; Tian et al., 2009; Zahnle and 

Catling, 2017). Partly for this reason, and partly by defini<on, CHNPS may only have trace abundances in the solid 

mantles of rocky planets, at least for rela<vely-oxidised silicate planets2 . Even at trace quan<<es however, the 

proper<es of the CHNOPS elements can lead to them having a profound impact on the physics and chemistry of a 

planet. 

The propensity of C-H-N-O-S, especially, to be lost or only par<ally accreted during planet forma<on makes their 

inventories par<cularly hard to predict. These elements, P included now, may all also enter planetary metal cores in 

propor<ons ogen strongly dependent on pressure, temperature and oxygen fugacity (e.g., Rubie et al., 2011). As a 

result, for exoplanetary systems there is (presumably) significant inherent stochas<city in the mantle abundances of 

 
2 Excessive amounts of accreted vola*les would form a thick liquid ocean/ice layer atop the rocky mantle, producing a planet with a 

measurably lower bulk density that is likely iden*fiable as non-rocky (e.g., Unterborn et al., 2018, see Figure 1). 
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CHNOPS, even if the systemic abundance is well constrained from the stellar composi<on (e.g., Sossi et al., 2022; Krijt 

et al., 2022; Lock and Stewart, 2023, see sec<on 2.2). 

In the absence of being able to predict accurate mantle abundances of CHNOPS, one solu<on for some elements 

(H and N in par<cular) is to instead consider the limits internal condi<ons place on their storage: specifically, how 

temperature and mineralogy limit the concentra<on of these elements that can dissolve in the mantle. Such storage 

limits allow a minimum diversity of elemental abundances across planets to be inferred based on proper<es that can 

be es<mated. The unconstrained accre<on, loss, and redistribu<on history of CHNOPS would then increase this 

diversity. We are therefore here interested in the mineral storage of CHNOPS elements in planetary mantles, and how 

the mineralogical varia<on discussed in sec<on 3.1 may in and of itself affect their presence in exoplanets. 

The major mineral phases of exoplanet mantles can hold a large part of a silicate mantle’s CHNOPS inventory. 

They do this by incorpora<ng CHNOPS in their crystal laxces as non-stoichiometric subs<tu<ons for similarly-sized 

and -charged elements. Elements stored in this way have inherent solubili<es in host minerals, above which the 

mantle would ‘saturate’ in the element concerned and need to stabilise a new mineral (or fluid) phase specifically 

incorpora<ng that element to host any more. In the case where a solubility limit leads to a fluid being stabilised then, 

given the (upward) mobility of fluids, such solubility constraints in principle represent upper limits to the total mantle 

abundance of an element. CHNOPS elements do occur as saturated phases in Earth’s mantle, in primi<ve meteorites, 

and likely in exoplanets’ mantles by extension: C as diamond or graphite (C0), or in carbides (C4– ) or carbonates (CO3
2– 

), for example, and S in sulfides (S2– ) or sulfates (S6+); here the form of either element will be a strong func<on of the 

local fO2, because of different inherent redox states in these phases. Subsequent par<<oning of CHNOPS from solids 

to silicate melts to magma<c gases will depend further on fO2 and pressure (see Gaillard et al., 2021, for a recent 

review). 

The redox-dependence of CHNOPS storage is another variable to factor into predic<ons of their abundance and 

mobility in a planet. As we are far from constraining an exoplanet’s mantle fO2 profile without knowing its detailed O 

budget, this is an addi<onal source of uncertainty. Nonetheless, a useful constraint can be applied: a minimum 

variability of fO2—of several log-units at constant Fe2+/Fe3+—emerges as a func<on of silicate mineralogy variability 

itself (sec<on 3.1), via composi<on-dependent Fe ac<vity coefficients (Guimond et al., 2023a). 

By combining insights from mineralogically controlled solubility limits and fO2’s, the mantle major element 

composi<ons of exoplanets can be linked to their maximum capacity for and specia<on of CHNOPS. We briefly review 

storage of CHNOPS in this context below. 
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3.3.1 Carbon 

The behaviour of carbon is <ghtly coupled to redox processes (Dasgupta, 2013; Stagno et al., 2019), and therefore 

the storage of carbon in exoplanetary mantles will be as diverse as their redox states. At low mantle carbon 

concentra<ons carbon will dissolve in major silicate minerals (e.g., olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and garnet), 

with solubili<es on the order of 0.1–1ppm (Keppler et al., 2003; Rosenthal et al., 2015), yet below experimental 

detec<on limits in lower mantle minerals (Shcheka et al., 2006). 

Carbon in excess leads to saturated accessory phases: carbides, graphite/diamond, and carbonates; the main 

carbon hosts in the terrestrial mantle, which for context may contain ∼10–100ppm C (Luth et al., 1999; Dasgupta and 

Hirschmann, 2010). The carbon phase diagram is a func<on of pressure, temperature, and importantly, of fO2, as 

these phases’ C oxida<on states range from 4−	to 4+. Which of these phases are actually stable in a mantle depends 

on where the fO2 profile intersects the carbon phase diagram. We might generally expect fO2 to decrease with depth 

because Fe2+–Fe3+ equilibria depend on pressure (Frost and McCammon, 2008). However, carbon itself may be a 

relevant redox buffer if it is abundant enough to overwhelm the Fe redox buffer, poin<ng to feedbacks between 

planetary C inventory and its specia<on, and making predic<ons about exoplanet mantles complex. 

Carbon cycles on exoplanets have nevertheless seen a number of recent modelling studies, picking up on the 

centrality of the silicate weathering stabilising climate feedback to the concept of the circumstellar habitable zone 

(Kas<ng et al., 1993). Yet no studies explicitly consider variable carbon mineral specia<on in the mobility of carbon 

during magma<sm and any related mantle outgassing. The solubility model of carbon in reduced basal<c melt from 

Holloway et al. (1992), assuming carbon only as graphite in the mantle magma source region, has appeared in several 

outgassing models (Hirschmann and Withers, 2008; Tosi et al., 2017; Honing et al., 2019; Ortenzi et al., 2020; Wogan¨ 

et al., 2020; Guimond et al., 2021; Baumeister et al., 2023). Here, carbon mel<ng is controlled by redox reac<ons that 

move graphite into a dissolved carbonate component of silicate melt—melt carbon contents are therefore limited by 

fO2. Meanwhile, other models (Foley and Smye, 2018; Unterborn et al., 2022) employ a constant carbon par<<oning 

coefficient (e.g., Hauri et al., 2006) between silicate minerals and melt; i.e., assuming carbon at lower concentra<ons 

where it can be accommodated as a dissolved trace element in the major silicate minerals. Lastly, in the case of more 

oxidised mantles with more than a few ppm C, carbonate minerals would occur. Even low carbonate modali<es 

(∼10ppm) can suppress mantle mel<ng temperatures significantly (leading to produc<on of melts containing up to 

∼half CO2 by mass; Dasgupta and Hirschmann, 2006, 2010). 
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3.3.2 Hydrogen (and water) 

H is rela<vely soluble in silicate crystals, minerals that are otherwise nominally anhydrous; dissolved H in common 

mantle minerals is a major reservoir of “water” in the mantles of mostly-solid rocky planets. Upper mantle silicates 

tend to have a water satura<on limit on the order of 10–100 ppm, generally decreasing with temperature and 

increasing with pressure (e.g., Kohlstedt et al., 1996; Keppler and Bolfan-Casanova, 2006; Mosenfelder et al., 2006; 

Ferot and Bolfan-Casanova, 2010, 2012; Ardia et al., 2012; Tenner et al., 2012; Novella et al., 2014; Demouchy et al., 

2017; Dong et al., 2021b; Andrault and Bolfan-Casanova, 2022)—with the notable excep<on of the transi<on zone 

minerals wadsleyite and ringwoodite holding wt.% water concentra<ons over a narrow annulus of pressure (e.g., 

Kohlstedt et al., 1996; Fei and Katsura, 2020; Bolfan-Casanova et al., 2023). At higher pressures, the water solubili<es 

of nominally anhydrous perovskites, ferropericlase, and postperovskite are much more uncertain due to the technical 

difficulty of experiments at these condi<ons, but so far appear drier than olivine and orthopyroxene at the pressures 

inves<gated (Bolfan-Casanova et al., 2002, 2003; Litasov et al., 2003; Townsend et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2020; Liu et 

al., 2021; Ishii et al., 2022; Shim et al., 2022, cf. Murakami et al. 2002). Other factors such as fO2 and C content may 

have secondary effects on the water capaci<es of these minerals (e.g., Bolfan-Casanova et al., 2023), though they tend 

to be neglected in studies of whole-mantle trends. 

Integra<ng these water satura<on limits across the expected range of silicate mineralogies and assuming a 

perovskite water capacity of 30ppm (Liu et al., 2021) leads to solid mantle water capaci<es ranging from ∼250–

2000ppm, depending mostly on mantle thickness, poten<al temperature, and Mg/Si ra<o (Guimond et al., 2023b). 

These capaci<es could be tenfold higher if perovskite holds 1000ppm water instead (Inoue et al., 2010; Shah et al., 

2021). Regardless, because the water capaci<es of various silicates stable at ≲ 15GPa are roughly similar, many rocky 

exoplanets may have accordingly similar maximum water capaci<es in the source region of their magmas (Guimond 

et al., 2023b). 

The stabilisa<on of minerals with stoichiometric water in their structure would increase the water capacity of a 

mantle substan<ally. High-pressure hydrous silicate phases carrying up to ∼10 wt.% water as a stoichiometric 

component, such as phases A, B, D, δ, E, egg, superhydrous phase B, and δ-H solu<on, may also exist in Earth’s and 

exoplanetary mantles, but generally require low temperatures; i.e., geotherms that on Earth are associated with 

subduc<ng slabs and therefore plate tectonics (Ringwood and Major, 1967; Liu, 1987; Kanzaki, 1991; Pacalo and 

Parise, 1992; Ohtani et al., 1997; Ohtani, 2021). Lastly, water appears fully miscible in silicate melts from ∼4GPa 

(Bureau and Keppler, 1999; Mibe et al., 2007; Mookherjee et al., 2008). Melt trapped in mineral inclusions or along 

grain boundaries during rapid magma ocean crystallisa<on may retain interior water early in a planet’s history (Hier-
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Majumder and Hirschmann, 2017). If a basal magma ocean endures, it would have huge poten<al as a water reservoir 

due to virtually unlimited water solubility (Moore et al., 2023; Boley et al., 2023). However, it is unclear how much 

this deep reservoir would contribute to subsequent water transport—whether it would leak to the lower mantle and 

eventually reach the upper mantle—especially if H diffusion in postperovskite is sluggish (Peng and Deng, 2023). 

3.3.3 N–P–S 

Nitrogen is soluble in mantle minerals as NH4
+, subs<tu<ng for K+ (Hall, 1999; Yokochi et al., 2009; Watenphul et al., 

2010; Li et al., 2013; Johnson and GoldblaR, 2015). Experiments by Li et al. (2013) found maximum NH4
+ solubili<es 

in ensta<te orthopyroxene, diopside clinopyroxene, and pyrope garnet less than 100ppm (and much lower in 

forsterite olivine); solubili<es markedly increase with decreasing fO2 and increasing pressure. At sufficiently-reducing 

condi<ons, nitrides or N-Fe-alloys may occur (Daviau and Lee, 2021). Hence—and because lower fO2 also favours 

more N in minerals over melt and gas phases (Libourel et al., 2003; Li and Keppler, 2014; Mikhail and Sverjensky, 2014; 

Dasgupta et al., 2022)—rocky planets with reducing magma oceans and mantles might retain significant frac<ons of 

primordial nitrogen dissolved in their silicates. 

Sulphur and phosphorous, like carbon, will occur in planetary mantles both in accessory phases—sulfides or 

sulfates for S, and phosphides or phosphates for P, depending on fO2 and (e.g., von Gehlen, 1992; O’Reilly and Griffin, 

2000; Truong and Lunine, 2021)—and dissolved in major silicates when they are at lower concentra<ons. Solubili<es 

in olivine are measured to be ∼1ppm for S (but higher in the generally less-abundant clinopyroxene) and ∼1000ppm 

for P (Brunet and Chazot, 2001; Callegaro et al., 2020). Thus, the main (terrestrial) mantle P host is expected to be 

olivine (Walton et al., 2021b), also supported by findings of P associated with olivine in analogous meteorites (e.g., 

Davis and Olsen, 1991; Walton et al., 2021a). Large differences in mantle S contents are suggested between Mercury, 

Earth, and Mars, possibly related to fO2 differences (e.g., Gaillard and Scaillet, 2009; Malavergne et al., 2010; NiRler 

et al., 2011; Franz et al., 2019). The variability of S contents between rocky exoplanet mantles may have important 

implica<ons for observable features of their atmospheres, as volcanism could lead to significant transient increases 

in their abundance of spectrally ac<ve sulfur species (Kaltenegger and Sasselov, 2010; Ostberg et al., 2023; Claringbold 

et al., 2023). The transport of P from planetary mantles is likely to have less direct atmospheric impacts (although the 

discussion of possible abio<c sources of phosphine on Venus is relevant here; Bains et al., 2022); however, it is 

indirectly cri<cal for the possible presence of biosignatures, given phosphorus’s universal requirement by known 

biology (See Walton et al., 2021b, for a recent review). Despite this lack of direct astronomical observables, 

phosphorus transport to the surface will readily occur via magma<sm given its tendency to par<<on into magmas 
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during par<al mel<ng of the mantle (Brunet and Chazot, 2001). In this way, the supply of P to hypothe<cal biospheres 

is regulated by the mantle inventory and geodynamics of the planet. 

4 Melts and crusts of rocky exoplanets 

The preceding discussion of CHNOPS elements in exoplanets emphasises not only their storage in mantles, but their 

transport out of them: it is through this connec<on between interior and surface/atmosphere that exoplanet mantles 

may impact habitability, climate, and atmospheric composi<on. Where this connec<on is strong, and 

surfaces/atmospheres are significantly perturbed physically and chemically by this mass exchange, it may ul<mately 

be possible to infer interior proper<es and states from exoplanet observa<ons, e.g., through volcanically produced 

atmospheres (Liggins et al., 2022) or surface reflectance spectra (Hu et al., 2012). 

The connec<on between rocky exoplanet mantles and their surfaces occurs through par<al mel<ng, the process 

whereby changes in the pressure of the solid mineral assemblage of a mantle causes minerals to react (par<ally ‘break 

down’) to form a liquid. Mel<ng may occur at various depths within mantles: melt may have poten<ally been leg over 

at the base of the mantle from magma ocean solidifica<on (Labrosse et al., 2007); mel<ng may occur at the mantle 

transi<on zone where wet material from the upper mantle must lose its water into water-rich melts as it descends 

into the mineralogically dry lower mantle (Karato et al., 2020); or near the surface at low pressures where the mantle 

adiabat intersects the solidus (the locus of pressure-temperatures where solid mantle first begins to melt). It is this 

last region of mel<ng that we will focus on here as it is the most directly connected to surface: melts from these low 

pressures feed almost all volcanism on Earth, whether at mid-ocean ridges, ocean islands like Hawaii and Iceland, or 

arc volcanoes. Adiaba<c decompression mel<ng, as this process is called, is also the mechanism of melt genera<on 

that is least con<ngent on the geodynamic mode of the planet. Whereas basal magma oceans may require a par<cular 

planetary composi<on and thermal evolu<on and wet mel<ng at the transi<on zone may be predicated on plate 

tectonics, adiaba<c decompression mel<ng can take place in any convec<ng mantle. The youthfulness of volcanism 

on the small and cold Mars (Werner, 2009), on the dry and hot Venus (Herrick and Hensley, 2023), and plate tectonic 

Earth indicates the general role of adiaba<c decompression mel<ng in the dynamic homeostasis of terrestrial planets 

across a range of condi<ons and composi<ons. We can reasonably expect this type of mel<ng to be a universal 

phenomenon on planets lacking thick vola<le envelopes (i.e., rocky planets; Kite et al., 2009, 2016). 

Par<al melts of the mantle will move to low pressure if they are posi<vely buoyant. This condi<on is met for 

mel<ng in Earth’s shallow upper mantle (and evidently that of Mars and Venus as well), leading to the planets’ surface, 

‘crust’, being built of the minerals these melts form on cooling. Even on Earth, where con<nental crust has been 

subsequently formed not by direct mel<ng of the mantle, the majority of crustal surface area is ul<mately the product 
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of basalts derived from mantle mel<ng. The mineralogy and composi<on of a planetary mantle is therefore closely 

connected to its crust, the substrate on which clima<c and biological occur. 

In this sec<on we explore how the diversity of exoplanet mantles seen above will map through to their melt 

composi<ons and crusts. As discussed previously, the thermodynamic models that can calculate mineralogy are 

necessarily most accurate when applied to Earth-like composi<ons, yet here we are inves<ga<ng the non-Earth-like 

composi<ons of diverse exoplanetary mantles. This uncertainty is likely magnified when calcula<ng the composi<on 

of melts these mantles generate: the thermodynamic complexity of melts is inherently challenging even in trying to 

model mel<ng of Earth-like mantle composi<ons. Nonetheless, qualita<ve insights can be gained that speak to the 

universality of petrological thermodynamics, even under somewhat exo<c circumstances and we emphasise these 

below. 

4.1 Mantle mel6ng temperature 

The first and most important aspect of mantle mineralogy as pertains to melt genera<on is the temperature the mantle 

melts at, its solidus temperature. The simple presence of melt, even when ≪	1%, is enough to dras<cally change the 

rheology of a mantle, lowering its viscosity and thereby enhancing convec<on and heat transport (e.g., Kohlstedt and 

Zimmerman, 1996). Hirschmann (2000) inves<gated the effect of composi<on on solidus temperature for a range of 

broadly Earth-like mantle composi<ons based on experiments. This made clear the importance of both the rela<ve 

propor<on of MgO to FeO and the alkali element (Na, K) content of mantle rocks for their solidus temperatures. As 

discussed previously, whilst the Mg and Fe content of a mantle can likely be predicted from the stellar composi<on 

with some accuracy, the abundance of the alkali elements will be harder to predict, as both Na and K are moderately 

vola<le during planet forma<on (Lodders et al., 2009). As a result, we here consider both Na-free and Na-bearing 

mantles, with the inclusion of the laRer qualita<vely indica<ng the magnitude of solidus reduc<on that mantle alkali 

contents make possible. As in previous sec<ons, the intent with the calcula<ons presented is to provide an indica<on 

of the variability we might expect among exoplanetary mantles, rather than accurately predict their proper<es. 

The range of solidus temperatures predicted for the mantles of rocky planets is given in Figure 8. Results are shown 

for Na-free (filled histograms) and Na-bearing (open histograms) mantles, for three different upper mantle pressures 

in each case (1, 2 and 3GPa), and between panels the frac<on of Fe in the core is varied. 

The first order result of these calcula<ons is to reproduce the effect Hirschmann (2000) iden<fied from 

experiments, that the alkali content of the planetary mantle is able to cause lowering of the solidus temperature of 

over 100°C. The magnitude of this effect for any given planet will be con<ngent on its devola<lisa<on history (and that 
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of its building blocks), emphasising the likely stochas<city in this key property of exoplanet mantles. The effect is also 

broadly consistent across pressure and mantle Fe contents. Pressure varia<ons themselves simply track the solidus to 

higher temperatures, as the posi<ve volume change on reac<on of producing a liquid is thermodynamically penalised 

at higher pressures, requiring greater temperatures to stabilise it. 

If we look at single histograms in Figure 8, we see the effect of systemic (stellar) variability alone on solidus 

temperature. For Na-free mantles, even the quite substan<al chemical varia<on reported in sec<on 2 translates to 

only modest changes in solidus temperature, of typically less than 100°C. This is consistent with the finding of 

Hirschmann (2000) that varia<ons in MgO/FeO, whilst important for solidus temperature, have much less of an effect 

than the alkali abundance. It is also consistent with expecta<ons from simple model petrological systems, where 

mel<ng occurs at the single eutec<c temperature, irrespec<ve of composi<on. This breaks down in detail for systems 

of real geological complexity (as modelled here, where minerals are complex solid solu<ons that change with bulk 

composi<on), but is the essen<al reason why large changes in major element composi<on lead to only modest 

changes in solidus temperature. For Na-bearing mantles however, we see that considera<on of alkalis is important 

even for within-popula<on varia<on: i.e., the variability of Na contents between planets simply inherited from the 

systemic composi<on, ignoring stochas<c devola<lisa<on, leads to very large varia<on in solidus temperatures (up to 

200°C). 

A final variable considered in Figure 8 is the frac<on of iron that goes into the planet’s core versus that which 

stays in the mantle as FeO. Less FeO-rich mantles lead to higher mel<ng temperatures, by up to ∼	100°C in the 

extreme case of almost all iron (98%) going into the core. The redox condi<ons of core forma<on therefore have a 

similar magnitude of effect on solidus temperature to intrinsic composi<onal variability at fixed core iron frac<on. 

Considering varia<on in mantle alkali content, iron content, and broader major element composi<onal variability 

together, rocky exoplanet mantle mel<ng temperatures may vary by over 300°C. This purely composi<onally-driven 

change in mel<ng behaviour of planetary mantles has important implica<ons for geodynamics, given the stabilising 

role mel<ng has in heat transport and thereby planetary thermal evolu<on (e.g., Nakagawa and Tackley, 2012; 

Driscoll and Bercovici, 2014). 

4.2 Melt and crustal composi6ons 

Mel<ng is the key process whereby mantle chemistry is transported to the surface to create crusts, influence climate, 

and planetary habitability. Melt chemistry changes progressively during par<al mel<ng, meaning any given mantle 

composi<on can produce a wide range of melt composi<ons according to the depth at which mel<ng takes place and 
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the extent to which mel<ng proceeds above the solidus (where melt is technically 0% of the mass of the system) to 

the liquidus (where the system becomes en<rely molten; a temperature range of hundreds of K or more). To simply 

give a first indica<on of how planetary mantle composi<on might map through to melt composi<on, we pick a single 

 

Figure 8. The solidus temperatures for sodium-bearing (open histograms) and sodium-absent (filled histograms) 
exoplanet mantles, calculated using pMELTS (Asimow and Ghiorso, 1998; Ghiorso et al., 2002). Mantle composi<ons 
are the same as in Figure 6, drawn from the Hypa<a Catalog (Hinkel et al., 2014), but now also including a set of 
mantles containing Na to show the effect of minor elements on solidus temperature. Mantle Na abundances are 
calculated assuming a constant star/planet deple<on factor equal to that between the sun and Earth. The effect of 
mantle FeO content on solidus temperature is also shown, with panels from top to boRom recording progressively 
less par<<oning of bulk planet Fe to the mantle (constant molar ra<os Fecore/Febulk of 0.7, 0.8, and 0.98 respec<vely). 
degree of mel<ng, 20%, and show results from this alone. This degree of mel<ng has a ra<onale on Earth, as for 
typical Earth mantle it is at this degree that the mineral clinopyroxene is lost from the mel<ng assemblage, beyond 
which point mel<ng is less produc<ve (i.e., efficient mel<ng stops at this point; e.g., Katz et al., 2003). Such a 
petrologically informed melt frac<on could be iden<fied for all exoplanetary mantles, but given the assump<ons 
already inherent to these calcula<ons would be beyond the scope of this review. 
 

The mapping between mantle composi<on and their par<al melts is shown in Figure 9. The domina<on of silicate 

melts by a few oxides, SiO2 and MgO in par<cular, makes the representa<on of the results as oxide versus oxide in 

weight percent hard to evaluate. However, even viewed this way, it is clear that a systema<c trend is that melts are 
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less magnesian than their corresponding mantles and have broadly similar silica contents. Transforma<on of the 

composi<ons to centred log ra<os (emphasising rela<ve varia<on, see cap<on to Figure 9) allows varia<on to be seen 

more clearly, par<cularly of the minor elements. Elements such as Na and Ti favor entering into the melt phase and 

can be seen to be systema<cally more abundant in melts than their corresponding mantle sources. CaO is also higher 

in melts than in mantles (due to its incorpora<on into clinopyroxene, which readily melts out), which is significant 

given the key role crustal Ca has in planetary carbon cycles via carbonate forma<on (e.g., Siever, 1968). 

Another way of viewing the mapping of mantle to melt composi<on is by comparing the standard devia<ons of 

the respec<ve popula<ons: how does the varia<on in mantle composi<on (arising from stellar variability) compare to 

the varia<on that emerges once mel<ng has taken place? Figure 10 shows this for mel<ng calculated at three shallow 

upper mantle pressures. In all cases varia<on in SiO2 and MgO in the melts is less than that in their sources, however 

for all other elements the absolute varia<on is greater. What this illustrates is that when it comes to crea<ng planetary 

crusts, petrological thermodynamics can overprint the inherited bulk composi<onal characteris<cs of the body making 

predic<on of the composi<on of exoplanetary crusts, highly non-determinis<c. 

Despite the high composi-onal variance, however, to a first order the mineralogies of these crusts are very similar: 

on cooling, these melts crystallise a similar mineral assemblage to that which they melted from in the mantle, 

dominantly olivine and clinopyroxene, with plagioclase feldspar incorpora<ng most of the Al. Therefore, the 

composi<onal diversity seen in Figures 9 and 10 does not in and of itself propagate through to predic<ons of 

exoplanets having par<cularly exo<c silicate crustal mineralogies. As Earth has demonstrated in forming a con<nental 

crust, subsequent differen<a<on processes—perhaps related to tectonic mode(s)—can transform the mineralogy and 

composi<on of primary igneous crusts drama<cally. 

4.3 Melts, crusts and geodynamics 

The crustal composi<on of an exoplanet will have many consequences for its evolu<on, although many are too 

con<ngent for useful predic<ons to be made. One crustal composi<on consequence recently subject to determinis<c 

modelling, 
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Figure 9. The diversity of melt composi<ons produced by 20% mel<ng of rocky planet mantle composi<ons at a 
constant pressure, inferred from the Hypa<a Catalog of stellar abundances and calculated using pMELTS as in Figure 
8. Panels show melt composi<ons represented both as oxide weight percent (top row) and as centred log ra<os 
(boHom row; ‘c’ deno<ng calcula<on of the centred log ra<o from the weight percent oxide concentra<on). 
Centered log ra<os preserve informa<on on rela<ve abundance of an element compared to the geometric mean and 
enable minor element varia<on to be seen more clearly (see Lipp et al., 2020, for a recent example of centred log 
ra<os used and explained on geochemical data). Horizontal axes record mantle composi<ons; ver<cal axes record 
the composi<ons of their corresponding 20% melts. Equivalent calcula<ons using the Earth’s observed mantle 
composi<on (Workman and Hart, 2005, filled circle) and a solar-composi<on mantle (Lodders et al., 2009, filled star) 
are shown for reference. 
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Figure 10. The variability of rock-forming oxides in mantle-derived melts compared to the variability of the same 
oxides in mantles, as measured by the standard devia<on of their oxide weight propor<ons (σx). Data and modelling 
are the same as in Figures 8 and 9. Panels show calcula<ons at three different mel<ng pressures (1, 2, and 3 GPa; le< 
to right), with symbols indica<ng different assumed melt frac<ons (10%, 20%, and 30%). Dashed lines indicate the 
1:1 correla<on between mantle σx and melt σx. 

however, relates to the fate of liquid water on the planet surface; something with wide reaching implica<ons for 

habitability and geodynamics. Water may be consumed in reac<ons with crustal minerals, notably the 

serpen<niza<on reac<on whereby ferrous iron from mafic rocks dissolves in water to produce serpen<ne and H2 gas—

the resul<ng hydrated minerals can store significant weight frac<ons of H2O. Certain crustal composi<ons may be 

more readilyhydrated and hence destabilise surface liquid water (Herbort et al., 2020). 

Notably, increasing the FeO content of basalt stabilises these hydrated minerals (due in part to smaller volume 

changes during the hydra<on reac<on), and hence on the crust’s ability to sequester surface water (Wade et al., 2017; 

Dyck et al., 2021). On Mars, which is rela<vely FeO-rich but otherwise similar in composi<on to BSE, past 

serpen<niza<on could have removed hundreds of metres of an equivalent global ocean to the crust, and eventually 

to the mantle, given enhanced (hydrous) amphibole stability (Wade et al., 2017). Indeed, phyllosilicates (hydrously 

altered crustal minerals) are observed widely on the mar<an surface (Lammer et al., 2013; Carter et al., 2013), and 

Mar<an D/H measurements support ∼	30–99% of early surface water now residing in the crust (Scheller et al., 2021). 

This result points to a direct effect of core forma<on on the surface environment of a rocky planet. 

The poten<al fate of water on a planet emphasises that crusts act as a second silicate reservoir on a planet, and 

poten<ally a major one depending on the element concerned: par<cularly the ‘incompa<ble’ elements that strongly 
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enter the melt phase, e.g., Ti and heat producing elements U, Th, and K, and elements sequestered into the crust by 

low temperature processes, e.g., C during forma<on of carbonate minerals, which helps regulate long term climate. 

The role of the crust in geodynamics is therefore sensi<ve to the amount of mantle that has been processed by 

mel<ng to produced it (i.e., has the whole mantle lost its K in producing the crust, or just a small frac<on) and its 

longevity (i.e., is the crust rou<nely recycled back into the mantle or is it a permanent reservoir). Both of these points 

indicate the strong feedbacks that will emerge on a planet between crust produc<on/destruc<on and its surface and 

interior dynamics. This history of these processes on Earth has been hotly debated for many decades (e.g., Korenaga, 

2018, for a recent review). Rather than being <ghtly constrained in how these processes may operate, exoplanetary 

science ul<mately has the opportunity to resolve some of these debates with new observa<ons of rocky planet 

evolu<on. 

5 Observing exoplanet composiDons and mineralogies 

As discussed in the previous sec<ons, theore<cal aRempts to predict the mantle mineralogy of rocky exoplanets are 

widespread but untested. Yet a major opportunity presented by exoplanets is empirical as well as theore<cal: to 

extrapolate knowledge from Earth science by applying it to strange planets, but also to rewrite this knowledge using 

unprecedented observa<ons. The sta<s<cal leverage of exoplanet demographics (i.e., planet mass and period 

distribu<ons) has already re-hauled theories of planet forma<on, for example, previously only constrained by one 

planetary system (Mordasini, 2018). Since we have seen that mass and radius are inherently limited in what they 

constrain about a planet’s composi<on, even with the host star as a proxy (e.g., So<n et al., 2007; Grasset et al., 2009; 

Rogers and Seager, 2010; Santos et al., 2015; Dorn et al., 2015; Hinkel and Unterborn, 2018; Wang et al., 2019a; 

Schulze et al., 2021), observa<ons beyond mass and radius (important and hard won as they are) are needed to reveal 

to us the geological complexi<es of rocky planets. 

In this sec<on we describe some of the methods of observa<on that could help constrain exoplanets’ mantle, 

melt, and crust composi<ons. Two of the main astrophysical signals carrying chemical informa<on on exoplanets are: 

(i) the propor<on of a planet-hos<ng star’s photons, detected by a telescope, which have been absorbed by a planet’s 

atmosphere as the planet passes in front of (“transits”) that star—this technique is called transmission spectroscopy 

if the photon wavelengths are measured—and (ii) when the planet is instead behind the star (“in eclipse”), the 

propor<on of detected photons now blocked by the star, which would be either emiRed or reflected by the planet—

this is called emission spectroscopy, and the planet’s now absent contribu<on is iden<fied by difference compared 

with when it is present just prior to entering into eclipse. A quan<ty ogen reported in these measurements is the flux 
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ra<o of photons, ogen measured in ppm, between the star during planetary eclipse or transit, and the star alone. In 

general, higher planet/star flux ra<os permit beRer measurement precision. The James Webb Space Telescope 

(JWST), for example, is able to measure this ra<o as a func<on of wavelength to unprecedented precision. Hence 

many of these observa<ons have only recently become feasible given the already-proven success of JWST since its 

launch in 2021. 

5.1 Lava worlds as a window into rocky planetary interiors 

Among the poten<ally rocky exoplanets discovered thus far, there is a par<cularly interes<ng class that could enable 

observa<onal constraints on exoplanet silicate composi<ons: magma ocean planets (or lava worlds). These worlds, of 

which no analogue exists in our present solar system, orbit their host stars on very short orbits, usually less than a few 

days. Such proximity to their stars implies scorching dayside temperatures hot enough to melt mantle rock at least to 

some depth. So far, a couple hundred such objects have been iden<fied as candidates in transit surveys (Zilinskas et 

al., 2022), and a few dozen of them have mass measurements as well (see Figure 1). Of this subset, the corresponding 

average densi<es strongly hint at silicate interiors, and consequently, silicate-dominated surfaces. 

Ultra-hot lava ocean planets are typically expected around FGK-stars, as only these are bright enough to raise 

temperatures of close-in planets sufficiently for extensive mel<ng. Given the rela<vely high intrinsic (thermal) 

emission of a hot lava planet, the planet-to-star photon flux ra<o can reach values up to 300 ppm,3 but are typically 

expected to be ∼	100 ppm in the mid-infrared (for a 2RE Super-Earth orbi<ng a Sun-like star; Zilinskas et al. 2022). 

Addi<onally, their short orbital periods (≤	2 days) imply that large numbers of orbits can be observed, resul<ng in 

improved sta<s<cs. This means that lava planets are our only opportunity to study the surfaces of rocky planets 

around Sun-like stars with contemporary facili<es. 

The intense temperatures these planets experience imply that lava oceans cover large (but not necessarily deep) 

surface areas of their starlit hemispheres (Leger et al., 2011). That is, planets on such close-in orbits likely have a´ 

permanently-irradiated hemisphere due to being <dally locked (as the moon is to Earth; e.g., Barnes, 2017). Hence 

they would show strong hemispherical asymmetry in their surface condi<ons, with the nightside poten<ally being 

solid subject to the efficiency of heat transport through any atmosphere. Current classifica<on of lava planets assumes 

a rule of thumb that surface temperatures must be in excess of ∼1600K in order to melt rock (Kite et al., 2016, see 

also Figure 8). Since the main source of heat is radia<on from the star, the lava ocean would be heated from the top 

 
3 In Zilinskas et al. (2022), larger flux ra*os of up to 500 ppm are reported for TOI-1807 b, based on an overes*ma*on of the radius. However, 

its radius was overes*mated and has been corrected since (Hedges et al., 2022). 
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rather than from the boRom, implying strong thermal (and poten<ally chemical) ver<cal stra<fica<on (Boukare et al., 

2022,´ 2023; Meier et al., 2023). In this configura<on, the ocean would preferen<ally convect laterally, from the 

substellar point (where the star is directly overhead) to the terminator (where the star disappears over the horizon 

and the nightside begins). However, the associated heat transport is likely too inefficient to modify the surface 

temperature distribu<on by magma convec<on alone, meaning that, barring heat transport in an atmosphere, the 

hoRest place on the planet’s surface is s<ll expected to be the substellar point (Kite et al., 2016). 

In any case, at these hot dayside temperatures, species in the silicate melt will evaporate from the magma ocean 

to produce an atmosphere. The presence of this silicate vapour atmosphere is what opens up the study of lava worlds’ 

interior composi<ons via emission spectroscopy (the hot atmosphere confined to the dayside implies that lava worlds 

have to be observed in eclipse, when the planet’s starlight hemisphere is poin<ng towards the observer). Here, the 

pressures reached by rock vapour alone can be remarkable especially at the highest temperatures: whilst they are 

tenuous (P ≤	10−5 bar) at T <	2000 K), up to Mars-like pressures are expected at T ∼	3000 K (Fegley and Cameron, 

1987; Wolf et al., 2022; Van Buchem et al., 2022). Chemically, models predict these atmospheres to be dominated by 

Na, K and Fe gas at low temperature, and SiO at higher temperatures (Miguel et al., 2011; Zilinskas et al., 2022; Wolf 

et al., 2022; Van Buchem et al., 2022). 

Yet because the exact gas composi<on depends on the chemistry of the underlying melt, the observable 

atmosphere is linked directly to the planets’ silicate composi<ons. Inver<ng an atmospheric composi<on from 

observa<ons should therefore allow us, in principle, to constrain a magma ocean surface composi<on—e.g., bulk 

oxide abundance (Zilinskas et al., 2022) and oxygen fugacity (Wolf et al., 2022; Sossi et al., 2019)—and by extension, 

poten<ally an underlying mantle composi<on as well, since the two will be linked through the process of par<al 

mel<ng (see Sec. 4). 

A key feature of these atmospheres is their confinement to the par<ally-molten dayside. This is because a certain 

vapour pressure above the melt is needed to sustain the atmosphere, so without any surface melt, the atmosphere 

will condense and collapse. Preliminary calcula<ons involving simple hydrodynamics—i.e., winds directed from the 

substellar point towards the nightside—show that atmospheres cannot extend beyond the day-night terminator, and 

will have the bulk of their mass contained within a few tens of degrees from the substellar point (Kite et al., 2016; 

Nguyen et al., 2022). Beyond this point, condensa<on from gas to solid/liquid will assure atmospheric collapse. 

Inver<ng these observa<ons for atmospheric composi<on is nevertheless complex, in part because the inversion 

relies on understanding the atmospheric physics involved. For example, ver<cal 1D radia<ve transfer models have 

hinted at pronounced thermal inversions, a result of the strong absorp<on by SiO in the UV. This would mean that 
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the atmosphere exhibits emission features in the infrared. In par<cular, SiO would show broad emission features, 

allowing it to be iden<fied (Ito et al., 2015; Zilinskas et al., 2022). Ini<al efforts to observe these worlds have already 

been made. Demory (2014), using eclipse observa<ons with the Kepler space telescope, concluded that some hot 

rocky exoplanets show high albedos—consistent with cloud coverage (Mahapatra et al., 2017; Mansfield et al., 2019) 

or wavy magma oceans (Modirrousta-Galian et al., 2021). Using the Spitzer space telescope to observe K2-141 b, an 

ultra-hot rocky exoplanet orbi<ng a K-dwarf star, Zieba et al. (2022) found their data to be consistent with no dayside-

nightside heat redistribu<on—ruling out a thick atmosphere of a few bars, but as expected for both a thinner (≲0.1 

bar) rock vapour atmosphere, and no atmosphere. The resolu<on of Spitzer was insufficient to detect any spectral 

features of SiO or other mineral species. 

 

Figure 11. Proper<es of a silicate atmosphere vapourised from a Bulk Silicate Earth melt at 2500 K irradia<on 
temperature from a solar-type star. (Le<:) Spectrum of a lava planet of 1ME and 1RE. (Center:) Atmospheric 
specia<on, given in volume mixing ra<o. (Right:) Temperature-pressure profile; a strong thermal inversion is 
pronounced in this atmosphere, leading to the emission features evident in the leg plot. 

Another ultra-hot planet studied extensively is 55 Cancri e, even though its nature as a purely rocky world might 

be challenged based on its low density (Dorn et al., 2017; Schulze et al., 2021). Ini<al considera<ons dismissed the 

presence of a primary atmosphere derived from the nebular gas, given the absence of significant H Lyman-α detec<on 

during transit observa<ons with the Hubble Space Telescope (Ehrenreich et al., 2012), rendering a rock vapour 

atmosphere more likely. Despite persistent efforts, aRempts to characterize this planet’s atmosphere are yet to be 

successful. Studies by Ridden-Harper et al. (2016) and Tabernero et al. (2020) failed to detect Na (a moderately vola<le 

element) and Ca (a refractory element). Similarly, Jindal et al. (2020) ruled out H2O and TiO based on cross-correla<on 

analyses with high-resolu<on ground-based data. A comparable outcome was reported by Keles et al. (2022), whose 

exhaus<ve high-resolu<on search encompassed a broad spectrum of gaseous species, yet yielded no posi<ve 
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detec<ons. However, all these observa<ons were performed in transmission spectroscopy during primary transit, 

which is not the ideal way to detect an atmosphere composed en<rely of rock vapour. 

Meanwhile, there is some evidence that 55 Cnc e harbours a substan<al atmosphere, or at least a transient one 

(Meier Valdes et al., 2023; Heng, 2023). Some studies suggest that there might be a shig in the surface’s hoRest point´ 

away from the substellar point, indica<ve of an atmosphere that redistributes heat (Demory et al., 2016; Angelo and 

Hu, 2017; Hammond and Pierrehumbert, 2017). A reanalysis of the same data could not reproduce their findings, 

however (Mercier et al., 2022). 55 Cnc e was subject to three observing programs in Cycle 1 of JWST.4 By the <me of 

release of this ar<cle, there might be further informa<on on this enigma<c ultra-short, massive super-Earth. 

Discussion above was focused on “dry” lava planets, worlds that either formed with low vola<le abundances, or 

lost vola<les through different physical drivers (cf. Owen and Wu, 2017; Ginzburg et al., 2018). If vola<les such as H2, 

H2O, CO or CO2 are present in lava world atmospheres, they would significantly modify the spectral features of such 

atmospheres, and poten<ally wash out any signs of silicate vapour atmospheres (PieRe et al., 2023). Further, the 

mere presence of vola<les significantly changes the chemistry of the melt and the vapour (Charnoz et al., 2023); 

mutual interac<ons modify both reservoirs (e.g., Schlich<ng and Young, 2022). This is an area where experimental 

petrology of magma degassing is cri<cal in informing the design and interpreta<on of observa<ons (e.g., Bower et al., 

2019): just one reason why it is crucial to con<nue searching for atmospheric species with JWST, and future missions, 

in coordina<on with building our experimental and theore<cal understanding. 

5.2 Dust tails of disintegra6ng planets 

Small, roughly Mercury-sized lava planets may not be able to retain their silicate atmospheres and could 

catastrophically evaporate. This process would leave a dusty ou�low similar to a cometary tail, or even a torus along 

the orbit, which could be detected via its effects on the shape of the planet/star flux ra<o as it varies in <me over an 

orbit (Rappaport et al., 2012; Brogi et al., 2012; Budaj, 2013; Perez-Becker and Chiang, 2013; Booth et al., 2023). So 

far, three poten<al candidates for catastrophically evapora<ng planets have been iden<fied on this basis: K2-22 b, KIC 

1255b and KOI-2700 b. Comparing both spectral and albedo-versus-orbital phase observa<ons of the planet to 

synthe<c observa<ons of known composi<on could constrain the composi<on of the dust (e.g., van Lieshout et al., 

2014, 2016; Curry et al., 2023; Booth et al., 2023; Estrada et al., 2023)—major mineral species in these dust tails could 

be detected by JWST, for example (Okuya et al., 2020). The survival <me of the dust might addi<onally provide 

informa<on on its composi<on (e.g., Bromley and Chiang, 2023). Whilst no definite conclusions can be drawn from 

 
4 JWST Cycle 1 Proposals #1952, #2084, and #2347 
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ini<al observa<ons, Mg-Fe silicates (as opposed to pure Mg silicates or pure Al2O3) are a plausible match for KIC 1255 

b and K2-22 b (Estrada et al., 2023). 

5.3 Reflectance spectra and surface mineralogy 

As emphasised in sec<on 4, a planet’s crustal composi<on and mantle composi<on are <ghtly related. If a rocky 

planet has lost its atmosphere, then its surface composi<on may be accessible through reflectance and emission 

spectra (Hu et al., 2012). Minerals have their own intrinsic emission and absorp<on spectra, which may be 

dis<nguished (e.g., Sunshine et al., 1990), or even be traced for the composi<on of individual minerals (e.g., Lucey, 

1998). These methodologies have been thoroughly inves<gated in remote sensing on Earth and other objects of the 

Solar System to infer the composi<on of the surface (e.g., Lucey et al., 1998) or dust in Mars’ thin atmosphere (e.g., 

Hamilton et al., 2005). 

An exposed planetary surface will experience impact from micrometeorites, which will turn bulk rock into a fine 

porous material called regolith. Most exposed surfaces of atmosphere-less Solar System objects are covered with 

regolith. Due to its porosity, its reflec<ve proper<es differ significantly from bulk rocks, as light is scaRered mul<ple 

<mes between and within grains (Hapke, 2012). This creates a whitening effect, and may even conjure strong back-

reflec<on at superior conjunc<on (Hapke et al., 1993; Hapke, 2002). Further, as the surface is subject to space 

weathering from energe<c par<cles of the solar wind, its spectral features might change, alongside an overall 

darkening of the surface (Hapke, 1973). In principle, this could allow inves<ga<on of the age of a planet’s surface—

with a young surface implying recent volcanism. 

Nevertheless, even in regolith, the mineral grains will imprint their spectral signature on the reflected (or emiRed) 

light. Absorp<on features are usually broad, but unique to the mineral and its composi<on. SiO2 shows a par<cularly 

strong feature at the 9 µm wavelength band, which could be used to determine the silica content of (exo-)planetary 

surfaces (Hu et al., 2012; Kreidberg et al., 2019). Iron may also reveal its presence in the shig of absorp<on bands of 

olivine in the near infrared (Sunshine et al., 1990; Lucey, 1998). When minerals are not in their crystalline form, for 

example due to the forma<on of glasses (either through rapid cooling of extruding melt or impact breccia), the spectral 

signature may s<ll be preserved, although it may differ from mineral spectra. This effect could help determine not only 

the composi<on, but also the material state of a planetary surface (For<n et al., 2022). 

Observa<ons of rocky planet surfaces are rela<vely easier to conduct for hot planets (∼	500−1000 K) orbi<ng cool 

stars. In these cases, the planet-to-star flux ra<o will be high. The surface of LHS 3844 b, a hot (1000 K) planet orbi<ng 

an M-dwarf, has been studied with the Spitzer infrared space telescope at 4.5 µm. In this case, no evidence of a thick 
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atmosphere was found, enabling observers to believe their flux ra<o measurement contained a signal direct from the 

planet’s surface (WhiRaker et al., 2022). Even with the single wavelength band observed, a surface composed of bright 

feldspathic or grani<c material—common on Earth’s con<nents and on the moon—could be ruled out tenta<vely, 

favouring a dark surface with a basal<c or ultramafic lithology (the primi<ve product of mantle mel<ng, sec<on 4, and 

as seen on Mars, for example). For the hot and also likely airless rocky planet GJ 1252 b, observa<ons again with the 

Spitzer telescope suggested a similarly dark surface, but were less conclusive (Crossfield et al., 2022). Further studies 

of planetary surfaces with JWST (which, like Spitzer, operates in infrared wavelengths) have been proposed and 

accepted for a few of-interest targets 5, poten<ally delivering detailed results by the <me this chapter has been 

published. 

6 Summary 

This review has focused on how we might predict the composi<on and mineralogy of exoplanet mantles and their 

resultant crusts. These predic<ons are rooted in knowledge of stellar composi<on, and the assump<on that the 

composi<on of the star, being so much the mass of the system, is representa<ve of the material available to build 

planets in the disk. As we have emphasised, deduc<ons of composi<on and mineralogy become more uncertain the 

further we take them: the planet’s composi<on may have been affected by devola<lisa<on/incomplete condensa<on 

from the nebula gas; the mantle composi<on is affected by an unknown core forma<on processes; the character of 

melts from that mantle are con<ngent on the depth and degree of mel<ng, and so on. Whilst experiment and theory, 

ogen origina<ng in the Earth sciences, make each step somewhat determinis<c, the ensemble of branching points 

between a stellar composi<on and surface reflectance spectra, for example, make accurate predic<on impossible. 

Nonetheless, we hope to have shown that petrological thermodynamics does introduce some certainty, even in the 

face of great diversity: upper and lower mantles separated by a transi<on zone are likely ubiquitous; and olivine and 

pyroxenes are likely to almost always be the major (solid) mantle silicate phases. More indirectly, the produc<ve 

region of mantle mel<ng, ager incompa<ble minor element exhaus<on, is likely to lie at a similar temperature across 

rocky exoplanets, and primi<ve crusts, derived from mel<ng these mantles, will be broadly basal<c. 

More importantly than the planetary proper<es we can predict, however, is that fact that our forward models of 

mantle mineralogy and melt chemistry are the prelude to inferring exoplanet geology from observa<ons. Whilst 

detailed characterisa<on of rocky exoplanets is nascent, already we are probing hot planets for the composi<ons of 

any (possibly silicate) atmospheres. When such observa<ons are secured, and the composi<on or mineralogy of an 

 
5 JWST Cycle 2 #3784 (for TOI 2445 b) and #4008 (for LHS 3844 b) 
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exoplanet is even weakly constrained, we will have the first evalua<on of how the assump<ons in our predic<ve 

models have fared. This sparks the exci<ng era of tes<ng and revising these models in light of exoplanet observa<ons. 

We look forward to new insights into the physics and chemistry of rocky planets, their evolu<on, and their interior 

processes: insights equally as valuable for developing our understanding of Earth as for searching for habitable and 

inhabited exoplanets. 
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